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Introduction

IntroductionPDF Forms is a program to merge text with a background image orPDF, similar to printing text on top of a pre-printed form. Only theoutput is a PDF or XPS rather than a paper form. Some benefits ofthis are: 
• Display order, invoice, statements, etc. on the web
• Email documents
• Archive information electronically in PDF or XPS formatYou may also use SQL commands to extract the data for your form.Note that only CSV is currenly supported on all platforms andWindows versions also support Oracle, MySQL, and DB2. Using SQLcommands you can loop through your data and place items on thepage where you need them without having a form-ready input file. Use a scanned copy of your form as the background along with a textfile from your system or SQL query to dynamically create a PDF orXPS. The image must be a jpeg using either 256 color grayscale or24-bit color. Some types of tiffs are supported as well - must be black& white, packbits or CCITT encoded with a single image strip.You may also use an existing PDF or XPS as the background. Notethat only other PDFs can be used as backgrounds for PDF output andother XPS documents can be used as backgrounds for XPS output.You'll need to supply the PDF's user password, if any, when using anencrypted PDF for the background. The PDF should be relativelysmall since the background PDF will be embedded in the resultingfile. A background PDF created from line drawing commands (usingFyTek's PDF Report Writer for instance) will look better at a varietyof resolutions than a jpeg background.Some features of this software product are: 
• Use existing dot-matrix-ready text without modification
• Input UTF-8 formatted files for Chinese, Japanese, or Korean text
• Extract contents via SQL without creating a file up-front
• Specify text and image position, size and scale
• Apply different font or color settings to any area on the page
• Optionally encrypt and password protect the document
• Use several text sources for one PDF
• Create the background as a layer that can be turned on or off
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Introduction The text is assumed to be a fixed width (courier) font with spacing inthe file so the text can be lined up with any background PDF orimage. There is an option to convert variable width fonts to fixedwidth if you prefer to use a built-in or custom font that happens to bevariable width. A form-feed (ASCII 12) character can be used toseparate pages or an indicator in the first column of the data.
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Options

Using the ExecutableThe program pdfforms.exe is the Windows executable program. It takes asinput a text file and optionally a background PDF or image along withparameters for positioning. The syntax is:
pdfforms.exe filein.txt fileout.pdf [options]You may also use a parameter file to work with more than file. See theParameter File section for more information. Use "stdout" for the output file name to send the PDF contents to standardoutput (STDOUT, the terminal or pipe to a file). You may then capture theoutput or use it to stream to the user's browser. You may also send input to the program from standard input (STDIN, thekeyboard by default). Use a dash as the file name in this case. This optionmust be the first one passed to the program. For example:
pdfforms - myfile.pdf -pdf mybkg.pdf Then type in text and end with a single dot or Ctrl-D (Ctrl-Z on DOS).Using this approach you can also pipe a file into the program fromLinux/Unix like this:
cat sample.txt | pdfforms - myfile.pdf -pdf mybkg.pdf For some situations (such as passing data from an environment variable)you may want to bypass entering an input file. Use -none as the input filename in that case. This option must be the first one passed to the program.The FORMTEXT environment variable will be checked when the input filename is set to -none. Here's a PHP example where the text is stored in thevariable FORMTEXT:
<?php
function pdfformcall($options = "")
{
  header("Content-Type: application/pdf");
  flush();
  passthru("/path-to-program/pdfforms -none stdout $options");
}
$evar = "Page 1 text...\n";
$evar .= "Page 2 text...\n";
$evar .= "Page 3 text...\n";
putenv("FORMTEXT=$evar");
pdfformcall("-pdf mybackground.pdf");
?>
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Options

Using the ExecutableYou may use input files encoded in UTF-8 format for multi-byte languages. Thisscreen shot shows the included sample sample_utf8.txt with some sample text invarious languages. The following lists the various options you may include on the commandline.-addendum  file.dat|text Used to provide a list of images (one perpage) or pages from the background PDF toshow at the end of the output PDF. This canbe used for further instructions, disclaimerinformation, etc. Pass either a file namecontaining the tagged information or thetagged data itself. See the  Addendum  sectionfor the details on the layout.-author  text Sets the document author.-bkglayer  text Used to denote the background PDF or imageas a separate layer. Supply a name for thebackground that the user will see in theviewer. Users can selectively turn thebackground on or off. Requires Acrobat orAcrobat Reader 6.0 or higher to use. Users ofearlier versions of Acrobat or Acrobat Readerwill not be able to turn off the background.-bkgpass  password The owner password for the backgroundPDF. This is only needed when thebackground PDF is encrypted. The owner(permissions) password is needed to decryptthe PDF in order to use it in the background.
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Options -c1 Used to specify the first column contains avertical print instruction. In this case, the firstcharacter is checked to see how to print theline based on the following: 0 = Advance 2 lines then print - = Advance 3 lines then print 1 = Start a new page + = Don't advance the line before printing blank = Advance a line and print -ckjwidth  number Enter the default width for Chinese, Korean,or Japanese characters. The default is 1000.By comparison, the width for courier text is600 per character so two courier letters takeup more space horizontally than a single CKJglyph. This can be used to align a mix of CKJand ASCII text on a line. For example, if needeach CKJ glyph to take up exactly the sameamount of horizontal space as two ASCIIletters, set this to 1200. Larger values willresult in more spacing between each CKJglyph.-color  RGB The  color  for the text.-comment  text Assigns a text string to search for at thebeginning of lines in the text file. Any lineswhich match are ignored as comments.-comp  number Text compression factor (default is 100).-comp15 Uses a compression algorithm compatiblewith PDF 1.5 (Acrobat 6.0). PDFs with thisform of compression can be viewed only withAcrobat or Reader version 6 or higher. Thereduction in size is based on the number andtype of objects in the PDF but in general isaround 10-20%. Not all PDFs will be reducedby the same percentage factor.-copies  number Number of copies to print when using the-print or -printer commands. Default is 1.May not work on all systems.-creator  text Sets the document creator.-debug  debugfile Used to produce a file of processed querieswith timings and number of rows returned.
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Options -decode  text This works the same as the -utf8 option buthere you specify the encoding your file isusing. For example, if your file is encoded inGB2312 (Simplified Chinese), you would pass-decode "GB2312". This is the same as if youused -utf8 "zh-cn,Y" but this option makes ita little clearer as to what the input encodingis. Use GB2312 for Simplified Chinese, big5for Traditional Chinese, euc-ja for Japanese,or euc-kr for Korean.-defwidth  number Enter the default width for base fonts or anadded font. The default for courier is 600.Only necessary if you are trying to matchsome widths between courier and CKJ fontsor if you want to force a variable width fontto fixed width (either a base font or one youar embedding). Larger values will result inmore spacing between each character.-e128 Sets 128-bit encryption method. Filesencrypted with 128-bit encryption can onlybe opened with Acrobat or Acrobat Reader5.0 or above. The default encryption is 40-bitwhich works with Acrobat and AcrobatReader 4.0 and above.-endchars  number Number of characters to remove from theend of each line.
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Options -font  number Font to use (default is 1). 1 - Courier 2 - Courier Bold 3 - Courier Italics 4 - Courier Bold-Italics 5 - Helvetica 6 - Helvetica Bold 7 - Helvetica Italics 8 - Helvetica Bold-Italics 9 - Times Roman 10 - Times Roman Bold 11 - Times Roman Italics 12 - Times Roman Bold-Italics 13 - Symbol 14 - Zapf Dingbats 15 - 3 of 9 Barcode 16 - UPC Size 1 17 - UPC Size 2 18 - UPC Size 3 Note that fonts 1-4 are fixed width. The restare variable width. Spacing will generally notwork out properly using font 5 or higherunless you are plotting each section or wordseparately. You may use the -defwidth optionto force a variable width font to fixed width.-fontfile  path-file A TrueType or Type1 font file to embed anduse for the text. This should be a fixed widthfont to keep data lined up on the form. Or usethe -defwidth option to force the font to befixed width. Do not use the -font option withthis option. You may place the codepage touse after the font separated by a colon. Mustbe a codepage that is included in theTrueType font. For example:  -fontfilearial.ttf:1250 . Currently, the other codepagessupported by PDF Forms are: 1250 (Central European) 1251 (Cyrillic) 1253 (Greek) 1254 (Turkish) 1255 (Hebrew) 1256 (Arabic) -force Turns off the prompt to overwrite the outputfile if it already exists.-guioff Suppresses the dialog window that shows thecurrent build progress.
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Options -img  image.jpg Background image file. Use quotes aroundthe name if you have spaces in the path or filename.-imgleft  number Left position from page edge for the image ininches or units (default is 0).-imglrmargin  number Left and right margin for the image in inchesor units (default is 0).-imgrect  x1,y1,x2,y2 The bounding rectangle for the image ininches or units. For example, use "1,1,7.5,10"to fit an image on an 8.5 x 11 page with a 1inch margin all around. The image will bescaled to fit. You do not need to pass -imgleft,-imgtop, -imglrmargin or -imgtbmarginwhen using this option.-imgtbmargin  number Top and bottom margin for the image ininches or units (default is 0).-imgtop  number Top position from page edge for the image ininches or units (default is 0).-infile  path-file Used to set the input file when using aparameter file . This allows a different inputfile to be used than the one specified in theparameter file without modifying theparameter file.-ini  path-file Configuration file containing executableoptions to pass in. The commands may be allon one line or on multiple lines. Any of theoptions in this section may be used. The fileformat is nothing more than the options asyou would type them on the command line.For example:  -units in -font courier .-keeppb Keeps the page break line. Use this option ifyou're missing an extra line at the top ofpages once they break. Some files mayinclude a page break character andimmediately follow with the first line of thenew page without a line feed.-keywords  text Sets the document keywords.-kr Keep image aspect ratio when scaling. Largeimages will be scaled to fit the page. Thisoption prevents the image from being scaledmore in one direction than the other.-lnspace  number Line spacing in 1/72 of an inch (default is thetext point size + 1).
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Options -mail Opens the user's email program to acomposition window with the newly createdPDF attached. May not work with all emailprograms. The default settings for to, cc andbcc addresses as well as the subject and bodyare taken from the options described below.Only for Windows based systems.-mailauth  text The authentication protocol to use. Thedefault is LOGIN but you may use NTLM.Only needed if the mail server requiresauthentication. (SMTP only)-mailauthid  text The user name used to log into the server.Only needed if the mail server requiresauthentication. (SMTP only)-mailauthpwd  text The password for the user name used to loginto the server. Only needed if the mail serverrequires authentication. (SMTP only)-mailbcc  text The address(es) to BCC (blind carbon-copy)the email to. Must an address in the form ofname@somecompany.com. Separate multipleaddresses with a comma.-mailbody  text The body text of the email. Enclose in quotes.This may also be a file name. If so, thecontents of the file will be used as the body.Use a \n for a new line when the body isentered using this option. You may also sendHTML formatted body text. Put the<HTML> tag as the first line of the body textand it will be sent as HTML rather than plaintext. Avoid using references to other localfiles in the HTML body, such as images, asthey will not be sent with the message. Youmay use images with a web location as thesource however.-mailcc  text The address(es) to CC (carbon-copy) theemail to. Must be an address in the form ofname@somecompany.com. Separate multipleaddresses with a comma.-mailfakecc  text The CC address to show for the email. Thedefault is the CC address(es). (SMTP only)-mailfakefrom  text The from address to show for the email. Thedefault is the FROM address. (SMTP only)-mailfaketo  text The to address to show for the email. Thedefault is the TO address(es). (SMTP only)
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Options -mailfiles  text A comma separated list of file names toinclude with the mailing. The path must befully qualified for each file.-mailfrom  text The from address for the email. Must be anaddress in the form ofsomename@mycompany.com. (SMTP only)-maillog  text The name of a log file to use for date/timeemails were sent as well as any errors. This isoptional. (SMTP only)-mailnodialog Sends the email via MAPI without acomposition window. The user may stillreceive a dialog box asking if it's OK to sendthe message on their behalf. The message issend via MAPI if they decide they want tosend it. Use the -mailsmtp option instead tosend the email via SMTP without userintervention.-mailpri  text The message priority. Set to either HIGH orLOW. Leave this option off for normalpriority. (SMTP only)-mailreply  text The reply to address for the email. Must be anaddress in the form ofsomename@mycompany.com. The default isthe FROM address. (SMTP only)-mailscr  file For Unix/Linux systems where -mail is notavailable. Specify a script that will receive as aparameter the output PDF file name. Create ascript for your operating system that will beused to bring up an email window with anattached PDF.-mailscrp  text Optional - any extra parameters you want topass to -mailscr. These are placed on thecommand line after the output PDF filename.-mailsmtp  text The SMTP server to use for sending the mail.For example, mail.yourdomain.com. Youmay also pass the port if necessary after theserver name or IP address by adding a colonfollowed by the port number. For example,192.168.0.30:25.-mailsub  text The subject of the email. Enclose in quotes.-mailto  text The address(es) to send the email to. Must bean address in the form ofname@somecompany.com. Separate multipleaddresses with a comma.
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Options -noannote Disables add/change of form fields orannotations.-nochange Disables changes to the document.-nocopy Disables copying of text and/or graphics fromthe document.-noprint Disables printing of the document. To createa PDF with both printing and copyingdisabled for the user you would runsomething similar to: 

pdfforms filein.frw
fileout.pdf -o abc123 -u xyz
-noprint -nocopy The file could only be opened by someonewho knows one of the two passwords (abc123or xyz). Using a password of abc123 gives fullaccess while using the password of xyz doesnot allow printing or copying of text.-o  password Sets the owner password for the PDF.  If notspecified but the user password is, this is setto the user password. Also, when notspecified, the owner has only the rightsgranted when the document was created. Sofor example, if -noprint was specified, then itis impossible for the owner to print thedocument.-open Automatically opens the newly created PDF.The application used depends on whatprogram is associated with opening PDFs onthe machine. Only for Windows basedsystems.-openscr  file For Unix/Linux systems where -open is notavailable. Specify a script that will receive as aparameter the output PDF file name. Create ascript for your operating system that will beused to open PDFs.-openscrp  text Optional - any extra parameters you want topass to -openscr. These are placed on thecommand line after the output PDF filename.
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Options -pagebreakhex  text The hex value of the page break character(s)to use. The default is "0C" which is ASCII 12.Or, pass a blank string to have the softwarelook for the character. In this case, PDFForms will look for a line that might have oneor more spaces followed by an ASCIIcharacter from 0-19 (except for 10 and 13which are line feed and carriage return).-pagefont  font,pointsize Sets the font and point size for the pagenumbering string. Pass the font number or afont file along with the point size. Forexample, -pagefont 2,9 will use font #2 at apoint size of 9. Another example is -pagefontc:\fonts\myfont.ttf,9 to use a custom fontinstead.-pageh  height Page height in inches or units (default is 11").-pagepos  x,y The x and y position for the page numberingstring. The x position is in inches or unitsfrom the left edge of the page. The y positionis in inches or units from the top edge of thepage. Text is left justified with the baseline ofthe text at the y position specified. The pagenumber text will render just above the top ofthe page if -pagestr is used without thisoption.-pagerotate  number Degrees to rotate each page clockwise.Allowed values are 0 (default), 90, 180 and270.-pagestr  text Text for page numbering string. You can use%p for the current page and %t for the totalnumber of pages. For example, "Page %p of%t" will print "Page 4 of 59" on page 4 of aPDF with 59 pages. Use two %'s in a row ifyou're running the program from within abatch file (i.e. "Page: %%p").-pagew  width Page width in inches or units (default is 8.5").-pdf  file.pdf Background PDF. Use quotes around thename if you have spaces in the path or filename. Remember to supply the userpassword, if there is one, using the -bkgpassoption when using an encrypted backgroundPDF.-pdfannots Keep annotations (like web links) from thebackground PDF.
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Options -pdfnewpage Use with -pdfpagefmt. This option sets thepage break to occur when the value set by-pdfpagefmt is found. You should not beusing any page break (form-feed) commandsin the input file in this case. Each page muststart with text that matches the value from-pdfpagefmt.-pdfpage  number Page number from included PDF to use.Default is 1.-pdfpagefmt  text A case-sensitive string to search for in theinput file to switch to another page in thebackground PDF. Use a %d for the pagenumber variable. For example, assume youset -pdfpagefmt "<PAGE=%d>". A line fromthe input file containing <PAGE=2> will usepage 2 from the background PDF. Any pagewhich doesn't contain the specified string willuse the background page from the -pdfpageoption. Each entry must appear on a separateline in the input file by itself as any other dataoccurring on the same line will be discarded.Use two %'s in a row if you're running theprogram from within a batch file (i.e.-pdfpagefmt "<PAGE=%%d>").-pdfpageinc Used to auto-increment the background PDFpage number for each page of the input. Thecounter will wrap around back to 1 if thereare more input pages that background pages.For example, suppose you have a backgroundPDF with 3 pages and an input text filecontaining 6 pages. In the output PDF, pages1 and 4 will use background page 1, pages 2and 5 will use background page 2 and pages 3and 6 will use background page 3.-pdfpagethru  number The through page number from includedPDF to use. Use this when you have 2 ormore pages you want to cycle through thebackground pages. For example, set -pdfage 2and -pdfpagethru 4 to use the threebackground pages 2, 3, and 4. On page 4 ofthe output, the cycle will start over withbackground pages 2, 3, and 4.-point  number Text point size to use (default is 10). -print Automatically prints the newly created PDFto the default printer. Must have Acrobat orAcrobat Reader installed. Only for Windowsbased systems.
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Options -printdlg Brings up the Acrobat print dialog box andallows printer selection. This only workswhen the user has Acrobat or Acrobat Readerassociated with PDFs on their machine.-printer  printer   device   port Used to print the PDF to the specifiedprinter. There is no print dialog box in thiscase. This option takes three parameters:printer, device and port. You may pass in justthe printer and leave device and port blank touse the default settings for the printer. Forexample: -printer "Accounting Printer" "HP LaserJet 5""lpt1:" or -printer "Shipping Printer" You may also use the printer port as the firstparameter and leave the last two off if you areusing a network printer or don't know theprinter name. For example: -printer "\\server\printer"-printerlist  file Used to generate a list of printers available onthe system. This can be used to verify whatprinters the program finds and what they arecalled. The list generated is tab separated andincludes the printer name, device name andport. Use any of the printer names in the filewith the -printer option. This option is onlyavailable under Windows systems. Use thisoption by itself as the program will exit aftergenerating the list-printscr  file For Unix/Linux systems where -print is notavailable. Specify a script that will receive as aparameter the output PDF file name. Create ascript for your operating system that will beused to print PDFs.-printscrp  text Optional - any extra parameters you want topass to -printscr. These are placed on thecommand line after the output PDF filename.-producer  text Sets the document producer.
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Options -querystr  text Default values to pass in for dynamicprocessing. This overrides any settings fromthe environment variable QUERY_STRING.Pass name/value pairs with an ampersandin-between. For example,"$reg='A','B'&$drink=ice%20water" will setthe variable $reg to "'A','B'" and $drink to "icewater". You can then use $reg and $drink aspart of dynamic SQL queries or other logic.See the  SQL  section for details on queriesand loop processing.-removecodes  ["text"] Removes printer codes from the input. Anystring starting with an escape (ASCII 27) andending with a space (by default) is deletedfrom the input. You can optionally pass a textstring that can be a regular expression. Forexample, suppose you want to remove thefollowing code (where x is ASCII 27): xEx&l1Ox(s0p4102T12/31/2005 You want to keep the date at the end sincethat isn't part of the sequence but there is nospace character in between. In this case youcan use -removecodes "T". Everything in theescape sequence up to (and including) theletter T will be removed. If you need morecontrol, you can pass a Perl regularexpression instead. For example, use "\d+T"to remove up to a T that is preceeded by oneor more digits.-rows  number The number of rows (lines) per page when noform feed or column one indicator is used inthe input file.-scale  number Page scaling factor (default is 100).-signbgcolor  text Optional.  The background color for thesignature field. See the  Digital Signature section for details.-signderfile  text The path and name of the der-encodedsigning certificate. For example,"c:\keys\mykey.der". See the  Digital Signature  section for details.-signhide Optional.  Keeps the signature field fromshowing on the first page of the output PDF.See the  Digital Signature  section for details.
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Options -signimg  text Optional. The path and name of an image touse for the signature. Set this option to "none"to not place any image in the signature field.See the  Digital Signature  section for details.-signkeepratio Optional. Keep the image x/y scaling ratiowhen using an image with a signature field.See the  Digital Signature  section for details.-signname  text Optional.  The name of the signature field touse in the PDF. For example, "sig1". See theDigital Signature  section for details.-signpkfile  text The path and name of the private key file. Forexample, "c:\keys\mykey_pk.pem". See the  Digital Signature  section for details.-signpwd  text Optional. The password for the signingcertificate private key. See the  DigitalSignature  section for details.-signrsn  text Optional. The reason for signing thedocument. Default is "Attestation to theaccuracy and integrity of this document". Seethe  Digital Signature  section for details.-signsize  text Optional. The fontsize for the text of thesignature (0 for no text). Default is 12. See theDigital Signature  section for details.-signssl  text The path and file name of the OpenSSLprogram. For example,"c:\openssl\bin\openssl.exe". See the  Digital Signature  section for details.-skippages  text Comma separated list of page numbers toskip. Use this option to skip over alignmentpages, for example.-sqldb  text The database schema or driver information.See the  Database Connection  section fordetails.-sqldriver  text The data source.  This is a case-sensitivestring. Entries with a * are only available forWindows operating systems. Valid values are:CSV Oracle* mysql* mysqlPP ODBC* XML mysql may give slightly better performanceover mysqlPP on Windows systems.
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Options -sqlpwd  text The password for the user when making adatabase connection. This may also bespecified on the  QUERY  tag.-sqlquery  text The text for your query commands or a filecontaining the commands. See the  SQL section for details on queries and loopprocessing.-sqluser  text User name to use when making a databaseconnection. This may also be specified on theQUERY  tag.-strin  file Used to load in text from the specified tagbased file. See the  Text Files  section for thelayout.-subject  text Sets the document subject.-textrotate  number Degrees to rotate the text clockwise. Allowedvalues are 0 (default), 90, 180 and 270.-title  text Sets the document title.-txtleft  number Left position from page edge for text ininches or units (default is .5").-txttop  number Top position from page top for text in inchesor units (default is .5").-u  password Sets the user password for the PDF.  Thefollowing four options can be used to turn offvarious features for the user.-units  in|cm|mm|pt Unit of measure for options using ameasurement. Default is "in" for inches. Usecm for centimeters, mm for millimeters or ptfor point. One point is 1/72 of an inch. Forexample, setting this option to "cm" meansother options such as -pagew will expect avalue in centimeters rather than inches.
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Options -untaint  number Untaints file names. Use this on Unix systemsif you get errors about "insecure dependencywhile running setgid" or want to restrict whatfile names may be used. The parameter takesa number from 1 to 3. A value of 1 allows theleast characters and 3 the most. For example,if you don't want to allow files from otherdirectories, use 1. Use 2 if you do allow filenames that contain slashes (so directories canbe used) or 3 for any character in a file name(such as ! or $). 1 - Only letters and numbers as well as -, _and @ will be allowed 2 - Same as 1 except also allow \, / and : 3 - Allow all characters Note this applies to all files - both input andoutput.-utf8  language[,convert] Use this option to treat the input as a UTF-8encoded file. This is used for multi-byte textsuch as Chinese, Japanese, or Korean. Pass inthe base language code. Enter 'ja' forJapanese, 'zh-tw' for Traditional Chinese,'zh-cn' for Simplified Chinese, or 'ko' forKorean. You may pass a blank value and theprogram will attempt to determine. Pass a Yfor the convert option if your file requiresconversion to UTF-8. For example, to convertASCII Chinese (GB2312 encoding) to UTF-8you would pass -utf8 "zh-cn,Y". Also see the-ckjwidth and -defwidth options.-xps  path-file Specify the outupt XPS file to create inaddition to the PDF. See the  XPS Document section for more information on XPS.-xpsback  path-file The background XPS file to use for theoutput XPS. Use along with the -xps option.See the  XPS Document  section for moreinformation on XPS.-xpsrect  x1,y1,x2,y2 Use with the -xpsback option. The boundingrectangle for the XPS background in inchesor units. For example, use "1,1,7.5,10" to fitthe XPS background on an 8.5 x 11 page witha 1 inch margin all around. The backgroundwill be scaled to fit.
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Examples Here are some examples.

pdfforms report.txt report.pdf -img invoice.jpg -font 2
-txtleft .25 -txttop .25 -imgtop .5

pdfforms report.txt report.pdf -img invoice.jpg -point 9
-imgtop .5 -o pwd123 -u pwd999

pdfforms report.txt report.pdf -pdf backgrnd.pdf -point 9 -o
pwd123 -u pwd999

pdfforms report.txt report.pdf -pdf backgrnd.pdf -point 10
    -mailsmtp "mail.xyzcorp.com"
    -mailto "bob@somesite.com,jane@abc.net"
    -mailfrom "reports@xyzcorp.com"
    -mailsub "Current Invoice"
    -mailbody "<HTML><FONT COLOR=#0000FF>See attachment." 
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Methods

Using the DLL (Dynamic Link Library)The file pdfforms.dll is the dynamic link library. This file should reside inyour Windows or Winnt directory under the system32 sub-directory. Youfirst must register the DLL on your system (note if you ran the setupprogram this happens automatically). Do this by runningregsvr32 pdfforms.dllYou should see a message box that reads:DllRegisterServer in pdfforms.dll succeeded.Click OK to continue.   You are now ready to use the DLL.The .NET version contains the same methods as the standard DLL. The.NET DLL is named pdfformsdn.dll. You may use input files encoded in UTF-8 format for multi-byte languages.This screen shot shows the included sample sample_utf8.txt with somesample text in various languages. The methods of PDF.Forms are:buildForm The method to call once all of thesettings have been made. Thismethod performs the merging ofthe text with the background andcreates the PDF. The return value is0 if successful, otherwise a negativenumber is returned. Check theerrmsg property to get the text ofthe message.
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Methods SetAddendum (file.dat|text) Used to provide a list of images(one per page) or pages from thebackground PDF to show at theend of the output PDF. This can beused for further instructions,disclaimer information, etc. Passeither a file name containing thetagged information or the taggeddata itself. See the  Addendum section for the details on the layout.SetAuthor (text) Sets the document author.SetBkgLayer (text) Used to denote the backgroundPDF or image as a separate layer.Supply a name for the backgroundthat the user will see in the viewer.Users can selectively turn thebackground on or off. RequiresAcrobat or Acrobat Reader 6.0 orhigher to use. Users of earlierversions of Acrobat or AcrobatReader will not be able to turn offthe background.SetBkgPass (password) The owner password for thebackground PDF. This is onlyneeded when the background PDFis encrypted. The owner(permissions) password is neededto decrypt the PDF in order to useit in the background.SetCKJWidth (number) Enter the default width for Chinese,Korean, or Japanese characters.The default is 1000. By comparison,the width for courier text is 600 percharacter so two courier letters takeup more space horizontally than asingle CKJ glyph. This can be usedto align a mix of CKJ and ASCIItext on a line. For example, if needeach CKJ glyph to take up exactlythe same amount of horizontalspace as two ASCII letters, set thisto 1200. Larger values will result inmore spacing between each CKJglyph.
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Methods SetCmds (text) Used to pass executable commandline options into the program. Youmay use this option instead of or inaddition to the normal methods forsetting options. For example, youmay pass "-units 'cm'" to thismethod instead of callingSetUnits("cm"). Any of the optionslisted in the executable commandline option set may be used. Thesewill override any options you setwith the correspondingmethod._000011_SetColOne Used to specify the first columncontains a vertical printinstruction. In this case, the firstcharacter is checked to see how toprint the line based on thefollowing: 0 = Advance 2 lines then print - = Advance 3 lines then print 1 = Start a new page + = Don't advance the line beforeprinting blank = Advance a line and print SetColor (RGB) The  color  for the text.SetComment (text) Assigns a text string to search for atthe beginning of lines in the textfile. Any lines which match areignored as comments.SetComp15 Uses a compression algorithmcompatible with PDF 1.5 (Acrobat6.0). PDFs with this form ofcompression can be viewed onlywith Acrobat or Reader version 6or higher. The reduction in size isbased on the number and type ofobjects in the PDF but in general isaround 10-20%. Not all PDFs willbe reduced by the same percentagefactor.SetCompress (number) Text compression factor (default is100).SetCopies (number) Number of copies to print whenusing the SetPrint or SetPrintermethods. Default is 1. May notwork on all systems.
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Methods SetCreator (text) Sets the document creator.SetDebug (debugfile) Used to produce a file of processedqueries with timings and numberof rows returned.SetDecode (text) This works the same as theSetUTF8 option but here youspecify the encoding your file isusing. For example, if your file isencoded in GB2312 (SimplifiedChinese), you would passSetDecode ("GB2312"). This is thesame as if you used SetUTF8"zh-cn" , "Y" but this option makesit a little clearer as to what theinput encoding is. Use GB2312 forSimplified Chinese, big5 forTraditional Chinese, euc-ja forJapanese, or euc-kr for Korean.SetDefWidth (number) Enter the default width for basefonts or an added font. The defaultfor courier is 600. Only necessary ifyou are trying to match somewidths between courier and CKJfonts or if you want to force avariable width font to fixed width(either a base font or one you arembedding). Larger values willresult in more spacing betweeneach character.SetEncrypt128 Sets 128-bit encryption method.Files encrypted with 128-bitencryption can only be opened withAcrobat or Acrobat Reader 5.0 orabove. The default encryption is40-bit which works with Acrobatand Acrobat Reader 4.0 and above.SetEndChars (number) Number of characters to removefrom the end of each line.
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Methods SetFontFile (filename) A TrueType or Type1 font file toembed and use for the text. Thisshould be a fixed width font to keepdata lined up on the form. Or usethe SetDefWidth option to forcethe font to be fixed width. Do notuse the SetFontNum method withthis one. You may place thecodepage to use after the fontseparated by a colon. Must be acodepage that is included in theTrueType font. For example:SetFontFile "arial.ttf:1250" .Currently, the other codepagessupported by PDF Forms are: 1250 (Central European) 1251 (Cyrillic) 1253 (Greek) 1254 (Turkish) 1255 (Hebrew) 1256 (Arabic) SetFontNum (number) Font to use (default is 1). 1 - Courier 2 - Courier Bold 3 - Courier Italics 4 - Courier Bold-Italics 5 - Helvetica 6 - Helvetica Bold 7 - Helvetica Italics 8 - Helvetica Bold-Italics 9 - Times Roman 10 - Times Roman Bold 11 - Times Roman Italics 12 - Times Roman Bold-Italics 13 - Symbol 14 - Zapf Dingbats 15 - 3 of 9 Barcode 16 - UPC Size 1 17 - UPC Size 2 18 - UPC Size 3 Note that fonts 1-4 are fixed width.The rest are variable width. Spacingwill generally not work outproperly using font 5 or higherunless you are plotting each sectionor word separately. You may usethe SetDefWidth option to force avariable width font to fixed width.
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Methods SetFormText (text) Use to pass in the input text ratherthan create a file and use theSetInFile method. You can call thismethod multiple times and the textwill be appended or pass in the textall at once.SetImage (filename) Background image file. Use quotesaround the name if you have spacesin the path or file name.SetImageLeft (number) Left position from page edge forthe image in inches or units(default is 0).SetImageLRMargin (number) Left and right margin for the imagein inches or units (default is 0).SetImageTBMargin (number) Top and bottom margin for theimage in inches or units (default is0).SetImageTop (number) Top position from page edge forthe image in inches or units(default is 0).SetImgRect x1, y1, x2, y2 The bounding rectangle for theimage in inches or units. Forexample, use 1,1,7.5,10 to fit animage on an 8.5 x 11 page with a 1inch margin all around. The imagewill be scaled to fit. You do notneed to set SetImgLeft, SetImgTop,SetImgLRMargin orSetImgTBMargin when using thismethod.SetInFile (filename) The text input file. You may alsouse a parameter file to work withmore than file. See the  ParameterFile  section for more information.SetInFile2 (filename) Used to set the input file whenusing a  parameter file . This allowsa different input file to be used thanthe one specified in the parameterfile without modifying theparameter file.
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Methods SetKeepPBLine Keeps the page break line. Use thismethod if you're missing an extraline at the top of pages once theybreak. Some files may include apage break character andimmediately follow with the firstline of the new page without a linefeed.SetKeepRatio Keep image aspect ratio whenscaling. Large images will be scaledto fit the page. This methodprevents the image from beingscaled more in one direction thanthe other.SetKeywords (text) Sets the document keywords.SetLineSpacing (number) Line spacing in 1/72 of an inch(default is the text point size + 1).SetMail Opens the user's email program toa composition window with thenewly created PDF attached. Maynot work with all email programs.The default settings for to, cc andbcc addresses as well as the subjectand body are taken from themethods described below.SetMailAuth (text) The authentication protocol to use.The default is LOGIN but you mayuse NTLM. Only needed if the mailserver requires authentication.(SMTP only)SetMailAuthID (text) The user name used to log into theserver. Only needed if the mailserver requires authentication.(SMTP only)SetMailAuthPwd (text) The password for the user nameused to log into the server. Onlyneeded if the mail server requiresauthentication. (SMTP only)SetMailBCC (text) The address(es) to BCC (blindcarbon-copy) the email to. Must anaddress in the form ofname@somecompany.com.Separate multiple addresses with acomma.
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Methods SetMailBody (text) The body text of the email. Thismay also be a file name. If so, thecontents of the file will be used asthe body. Use a \n for a new linewhen the body is entered using thismethod. You may also send HTMLformatted body text. Put the<HTML> tag as the first line of thebody text and it will be sent asHTML rather than plain text.Avoid using references to otherlocal files in the HTML body, suchas images, as they will not be sentwith the message. You may useimages with a web location as thesource however.SetMailCC (text) The address(es) to CC(carbon-copy) the email to. Mustbe an address in the form ofname@somecompany.com.Separate multiple addresses with acomma.SetMailFakeCC (text) The CC address to show for theemail. The default is the CCaddress(es). (SMTP only)SetMailFakeFrom (text) The from address to show for theemail. The default is the FROMaddress. (SMTP only)SetMailFakeTo (text) The to address to show for theemail. The default is the TOaddress(es). (SMTP only)SetMailFiles (text) A comma separated list of filenames to include with the mailing.The path must be fully qualified foreach file.SetMailFrom (text) The from address for the email.Must be an address in the form ofsomename@mycompany.com.(SMTP only)SetMailLog (text) The name of a log file to use fordate/time emails were sent as wellas any errors. This is optional.(SMTP only)
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Methods SetMailNoDialog Sends the email via MAPI withouta composition window. The usermay still receive a dialog box askingif it's OK to send the message ontheir behalf. The message is sendvia MAPI if they decide they wantto send it. Use the SetMailSMTPmethod instead to send the emailvia SMTP without userintervention.SetMailPriority (text) The message priority. Set to eitherHIGH or LOW. Leave this methodoff for normal priority. (SMTPonly)SetMailReply (text) The reply to address for the email.Must be an address in the form ofsomename@mycompany.com. Thedefault is the FROM address.(SMTP only)SetMailSMTP (text) The SMTP server to use for sendingthe mail. For example,mail.yourdomain.com. You mayalso pass the port if necessary afterthe server name or IP address byadding a colon followed by the portnumber. For example,192.168.0.30:25.SetMailSubject (text) The subject of the email. Enclose inquotes.SetMailTo (text) The address(es) to send the emailto. Must be an address in the formof name@somecompany.com.Separate multiple addresses with acomma.SetNoAnnote Disables add/change of form fieldsor annotations.SetNoChange Disables changes to the document.SetNoCopy Disables copying of text and/orgraphics from the document.SetNoPrint Disables printing of the document.SetOpen Automatically opens the newlycreated PDF. The application useddepends on what program isassociated with opening PDFs onthe machine.
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Methods SetOutFile (filename) The PDF output file. Leave thismethod off to have the PDFcontents returned to the buildFormmethod instead. This allows you tostream the PDF contents to abrowser.SetOwner (text) Sets the owner password for thePDF.  If not specified but the userpassword is, this is set to the userpassword. Also, when not specified,the owner has only the rightsgranted when the document wascreated. So for example, ifSetNoPrint was specified, then it isimpossible for the owner to printthe document.SetPageBreakHex (text) The hex value of the page breakcharacter(s) to use. The default is"0C" which is ASCII 12. Or, pass ablank string to have the softwarelook for the character. In this case,PDF Forms will look for a line thatmight have one or more spacesfollowed by an ASCII characterfrom 0-19 (except for 10 and 13which are line feed and carriagereturn).SetPageFont number|file, pointsize Sets the font and point size for thepage numbering string. Pass thefont number or a font file alongwith the point size. For example,SetPageFont 2,9 will use font #2 at apoint size of 9. Another example isSetPageFont "c:\fonts\myfont.ttf", 9to use a custom font instead.SetPageHeight (number) Page height in inches or units(default is 11").SetPagePos x, y The x and y position for the pagenumbering string. The x position isin inches or units from the left edgeof the page. The y position is ininches or units from the top edge ofthe page. Text is left justified withthe baseline of the text at the yposition specified. The pagenumber text will render just abovethe top of the page if SetPageStr isused without using this method.
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Methods SetPageRotate (number) Degrees to rotate each pageclockwise. Allowed values are 0(default), 90, 180 and 270.SetPageScale (number) Page scaling factor (default is 100).SetPageStr (text) Text for page numbering string.You can use %p for the currentpage and %t for the total number ofpages. For example, "Page %p of%t" will print "Page 4 of 59" onpage 4 of a PDF with 59 pages.SetPageWidth (number) Page width in inches or units(default is 8.5").SetPDF (filename) Background PDF. Use quotesaround the name if you have spacesin the path or file name.SetPDFAnnots Keep annotations (like web links)from the background PDF.SetPDFNewPage Use with SetPDFPageFmt method.This method sets the page break tooccur when the value set bySetPDFPageFmt is found. Youshould not be using any page break(form-feed) commands in the inputfile in this case. Each page muststart with text that matches thevalue from SetPDFPageFmt.SetPDFPage (number) Page number from included PDF touse. Default is 1.SetPDFPageFmt (text) A case-sensitive string to search forin the input file to switch toanother page in the backgroundPDF. Use a %d for the pagenumber variable. For example,assume you setsetPDFPageFmt("<PAGE=%d>").A line from the input filecontaining <PAGE=2> will usepage 2 from the background PDF.Any page which doesn't contain thespecified string will use thebackground page from theSetPDFPage method. Each entrymust appear on a separate line inthe input file by itself as any otherdata occurring on the same line willbe discarded.
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Methods SetPDFPageInc Used to auto-increment thebackground PDF page number foreach page of the input. The counterwill wrap around back to 1 if thereare more input pages thatbackground pages. For example,suppose you have a backgroundPDF with 3 pages and an input textfile containing 6 pages. In theoutput PDF, pages 1 and 4 will usebackground page 1, pages 2 and 5will use background page 2 andpages 3 and 6 will use backgroundpage 3.SetPDFPageThru (number) The through page number fromincluded PDF to use. Use this whenyou have 2 or more pages you wantto cycle through the backgroundpages. For example, useSetPDFPage 2 andSetPDFPageThru 4 to use the threebackground pages 2, 3, and 4. Onpage 4 of the output, the cycle willstart over with background pages 2,3, and 4.SetPointSize (number) Text point size to use (default is10). SetPrint Automatically prints the newlycreated PDF to the default printer.Must have Acrobat or AcrobatReader installed.SetPrintDlg Brings up the Acrobat print dialogbox and allows printer selection.This only works when the user hasAcrobat or Acrobat Readerassociated with PDFs on theirmachine.
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Methods SetPrinter printer [, device, port] Used to print the PDF to thespecified printer. There is no printdialog box in this case. Thismethod takes three parameters:printer, device and port. You maypass in just the printer and leave offdevice and port to use the defaultsettings for the printer. Forexample: SetPrinter "Accounting Printer","HP LaserJet 5", "lpt1:" or SetPrinter "Shipping Printer" You may also use the printer portas the first parameter and leave thelast two off if you are using anetwork printer or don't know theprinter name. For example: SetPrinter "\\server\printer"SetProducer (text) Sets the document producer.SetQUERY_STRING (text) Default values to pass in fordynamic processing. This overridesany settings from the environmentvariable QUERY_STRING. Passname/value pairs with anampersand in-between. Forexample,"$reg='A','B'&$drink=ice%20water"will set the variable $reg to "'A','B'"and $drink to "ice water". You canthen use $reg and $drink as part ofdynamic SQL queries or otherlogic. See the  SQL  section fordetails on queries and loopprocessing.
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Methods SetRemoveCodes -- or -- SetRemoveCodes ("text") Removes printer codes from theinput. Any string starting with anescape (ASCII 27) and ending witha space (by default) is deleted fromthe input. You can optionally pass atext string that can be a regularexpression. For example, supposeyou want to remove the followingcode (where x is ASCII 27): xEx&l1Ox(s0p4102T12/31/2005 You want to keep the date at theend since that isn't part of thesequence but there is no spacecharacter in between. In this caseyou can use SetRemoveCodes ("T").Everything in the escape sequenceup to (and including) the letter Twill be removed. If you need morecontrol, you can pass a Perl regularexpression instead. For example,use "\d+T" to remove up to a T thatis preceeded by one or more digits.SetRows (number) The number of rows (lines) perpage when no form feed or columnone indicator is used in the inputfile.
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Methods SetSign    openssl-path-name, pk-file,der-file     [, password [, reason [, name       [, image [, keepratio [, size       [, bgcolor [, hide ]]]]]]]] This method is used when signing aPDF that already contains asignature field. "openssl-path-name" is the path tothe program OpenSSL. "pk-file" is the path-name of theprivate key file. "der-file" is the path-name of theder-encoded certificate. "password" is the password for theprivate key file. "reason" is the reason for signingthe document. "name" is the name of the field inthe existing PDF to sign or set to":new" to create a new one. "image" is the path-name of animage to use as the background forthe signature. "keepratio" is set to "Y" when usingan image for the signature whenyou want to keep the x/y imagescaling ratio. "size" is the point size of the fontfor the signature (or 0 for no text inthe signature). "bgcolor" is the background colorfor the signature. "hide" set to "Y" to not show thesignature field on the first page ofthe output PDF. See the  Digital Signature  sectionfor details.SetSkipPages (text) Comma separated list of pagenumbers to skip. Use this methodto skip over alignment pages, forexample.
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Methods SetSQLDB (text) The database schema or driverinformation. See the  DatabaseConnection  section for details.SetSQLDriver (text) The data source.  This is acase-sensitive string. Entries with a* are only available for Windowsoperating systems. Valid values are:CSV Oracle* mysql* mysqlPP ODBC* XML mysql may give slightly betterperformance over mysqlPP onWindows systems.SetSQLPwd (text) The password for the user whenmaking a database connection. Thismay also be specified on theQUERY  tag.SetSQLQuery (text) The text for your query commandsor a file containing the commands.See the  SQL  section for details onqueries and loop processing.SetSQLUser (text) User name to use when making adatabase connection. This may alsobe specified on the  QUERY  tag.SetStrFileIn (path-file) Used to load in text from thespecified tag based file. See theText Files  section for the layout.SetSubject (text) Sets the document subject.SetTextLeft (number) Left position from page edge fortext in inches or units (default is.5").SetTextRotate (number) Degrees to rotate the text clockwise.Allowed values are 0 (default), 90,180 and 270.SetTextTop (number) Top position from page top for textin inches or units (default is .5").SetTitle (text) Sets the document title.
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Methods SetUnits ("in"|"cm"|"mm"|"pt") Unit of measure for methods usinga measurement. Default is "in" forinches. Use cm for centimeters,mm for millimeters or pt for point.One point is 1/72 of an inch. Forexample, setting this method to"cm" means other methods such asSetPageWidth will expect a value incentimeters rather than inches.SetUser (text) Sets the user password for the PDF.The following four methods can beused to turn off various features forthe user.SetUTF8 (language[,convert]) Use this method to treat the inputas a UTF-8 encoded file. This isused for multi-byte text such asChinese, Japanese, or Korean. Passin the base language code. Enter 'ja'for Japanese, 'zh-tw' for TraditionalChinese, 'zh-cn' for SimplifiedChinese, or 'ko' for Korean. Youmay pass a blank value and theprogram will attempt to determine.Pass a Y for the convert option ifyour file requires conversion toUTF-8. For example, to convertASCII Chinese (GB2312 encoding)to UTF-8 you would passSetUTF8("zh-cn,Y"). Also see theSetCKJWidth and SetDefWidthmethods.SetXPSBackground (filename) The background XPS file to use forthe output XPS. Use along with theSetXPSFile method. See the  XPSDocument  section for moreinformation on XPS.SetXPSRect x1, y1, x2, y2 Use with the SetXPSBackgroundmethod. The bounding rectanglefor the XPS background in inchesor units. For example, use1,1,7.5,10 to fit the XPSbackground on an 8.5 x 11 pagewith a 1 inch margin all around.The background will be scaled tofit.
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Examples ExampleHere is an example of calling the DLL using Visual Basic.

Set PDF = CreateObject("PDF.Forms")
PDF.SetInFile ("d:\my documents\report.txt")
PDF.SetOutFile ("output\report.pdf")
PDF.SetImage ("d:\my documents\report.jpg")
PDF.SetFontNum (2)
PDF.SetPointSize (9)
PDF.SetImageLRMargin (.5)
PDF.SetImageTBMargin (.5)
PDF.SetTextLeft (.25)
PDF.SetTextTop (.25)
PDF.SetMailSMTP ("mail.xyzcorp.com")
PDF.SetMailFrom ("reports@xyzcorp.com")
PDF.SetMailTo ("bob@somesite.com,jane@abc.net")
PDF.SetMailSubject ("Current Invoice")
PDF.SetMailBody ("d:\my documents\mailbody.txt")
PDF.buildForm
Set PDF = NothingAn example calling the DLL from PowerBuilder
OLEObject PDF
PDF = CREATE OLEObject
li_rc = PDF.ConnectToNewObject("PDF.Forms")
PDF.SetInFile ("d:\my documents\report.txt")
PDF.SetOutFile ("output\report.pdf")
PDF.SetImage ("d:\my documents\report.jpg")
PDF.SetFontNum (2)
PDF.SetPointSize (9)
PDF.SetImageLRMargin (.5)
PDF.SetImageTBMargin (.5)
PDF.SetTextLeft (.25)
PDF.SetTextTop (.25)
PDF.SetMailSMTP ("mail.xyzcorp.com")
PDF.SetMailFrom ("reports@xyzcorp.com")
PDF.SetMailTo ("bob@somesite.com,jane@abc.net")
PDF.SetMailSubject ("Current Invoice")
PDF.SetMailBody ("d:\my documents\mailbody.txt")
PDF.buildForm
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Examples The following two examples show how to use with ASP. You may need toset permissions on the DLL for IUSR_<machine_name> and/orIWAM_<machine_name>. These are the user ID's that typically run whenusing ASP. Also make sure these users have write permission to their tempdirectories. The DLL will need to unpack some internal files and store themin the temp area. If you don't set the proper permissions you'll get errorsback such as "unspecified error" or "access denied" on theServer.CreateObject line.Here is an example of calling the DLL using ASP streaming the output tothe browser. Note the use of the fytek.unicode object. The VBScript willtreat the returned PDF stream as Unicode (2-byte characters) which willnot work with Response.binaryWrite. The method StrToByte will convertthe Unicode string into a single byte string which can be streamed to thebrowser. This method is in the file fytek.dll included with the installation.

<%
Dim PDF
Dim binaryData
Set obj = Server.CreateObject("fytek.unicode")
Set PDF = Server.CreateObject("PDF.Forms")
PDF.SetInFile ("d:\my documents\report.txt")
PDF.SetImage ("d:\my documents\report.jpg")
PDF.SetFontNum (2)
PDF.SetPointSize (9)
PDF.SetImageLRMargin (.5)
PDF.SetImageTBMargin (.5)
PDF.SetTextLeft (.25)
PDF.SetTextTop (.25)
pdfOut = PDF.buildForm
binaryData = obj.StrToByte(pdfOut)
Response.ContentType = "application/pdf"
Response.binaryWrite binaryData
set PDF = nothing
set pdfOut = nothing
set obj = nothing
set binaryData = nothing
%>
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Examples Here is an ASP example creating the output file then redirecting thebrowser. This method works well with both Netscape and InternetExplorer. Make sure you have the web user set up with permission to writeto whatever output directory you're using.

<%
Dim PDF, RndFile
Set PDF = Server.CreateObject("PDF.Forms")
Randomize
RndFile = "output\" & Int(10000000 * Rnd + 1) & ".pdf"
PDF.SetInFile ("d:\my documents\report.txt")
PDF.SetOutFile (RndFile)
PDF.SetImage ("d:\my documents\report.jpg")
PDF.SetFontNum (2)
PDF.SetPointSize (9)
PDF.SetImageLRMargin (.5)
PDF.SetImageTBMargin (.5)
PDF.SetTextLeft (.25)
PDF.SetTextTop (.25)
pdfOut = PDF.buildForm
Response.redirect(RndFile)
set pdfOut = nothing
%>
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Examples Here is an example of calling the DLL using Progress.

DEFINE VARIABLE FormsHandle AS COM-HANDLE.
DEFINE VARIABLE FormsRes    AS CHARACTER.
/* Creates the COM-HANDLE link */
CREATE "PDF.Forms" FormsHandle.
FormsHandle:SetInFile ("c:\temp\text.txt").
FormsHandle:SetOutFile ("c:\temp\text.pdf").
FormsHandle:SetImage ("d:\my documents\report.jpg")
FormsHandle:SetFontNum (2)
FormsHandle:SetPointSize (9)
FormsHandle:SetImageLRMargin (.5)
FormsHandle:SetImageTBMargin (.5)
FormsHandle:SetTextLeft (.25)
FormsHandle:SetTextTop (.25)
/* Open the PDF once built */
FormsHandle:SetOpen ().
/* Tells the DLL to build the PDF */
assign FormsRes = FormsHandle:buildForm.
RELEASE OBJECT FormsHandle.Here is an example of calling the DLL using ColdFusion.
<cfobject type="com" ACTION="create" name="PDF" CLASS="PDF.Forms">
<CFSET PDF_InFile = "c:\input_path\filename.frw">
<CFSET PDF_OutFile = "c:\output_path\filename.pdf">
<CFSET PDF_Image = "d:\my documents\report.jpg">
<CFSET PDF_Font = "2">
<CFSET PDF_Point = "9">
<CFSET PDF_LRMargin = ".5">
<CFSET PDF_TBMargin = ".5">
<CFSET PDF_TextLeft = ".25">
<CFSET PDF_TextTop = ".25">
<cfscript>
PDF.SetInFile = PDF_InFile;
PDF.SetOutFile = PDF_OutFile;
PDF.SetImage = PDF_Image;
PDF.SetFontNum = PDF_Font;
PDF.SetPointSize = PDF_Point;
PDF.SetImageLRMargin = PDF_LRMargin;
PDF.SetImageTBMargin = PDF_TBMargin;
PDF.SetTextLeft = PDF_TextLeft;
PDF.SetTextTop = PDF_TextTop;
PDF.buildForm;
PDF = "Nothing";
</cfscript>
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Examples Here is an example using C.

#include <iostream.h>
// The import directive reads the typelib information from the DLL
// and creates pdfforms.tlh and pdfforms.tli, which are included.
// These define wrappers for each of the pdfforms object methods.
 
#import <pdfforms.dll>
// Using VC++ 5.0 Smart Pointers makes this much easier.
// The parameter string for a method is converted to Unicode, allocated
// and passed as a variant. The wrappers call IDispatch::Invoke
// This is all compatible with MFC (use AfxOleInit insead of CoInitialize, etc.). 
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
  HRESULT      hr;
 
  using namespace PDFForms_TypeLib;
 
  hr = CoInitialize (NULL);    // Initialize COM
  if (SUCCEEDED(hr))
  {
    try    // Each of the following lines can throw exceptions
    {
      // Create the instance and get a pointer to the interface
      IbuildFormPtr pPDF(__uuidof(PDF_Forms));
      pPDF->SetInFile (_bstr_t(L"d:\\my documents\\report.txt"));
      pPDF->SetOutFile (_bstr_t(L"d:\\output\\report.pdf"));
      pPDF->SetImage (_bstr_t(L"d:\\my documents\\report.jpg"));
      pPDF->SetFontNum (_bstr_t(L"2"));
      pPDF->SetPointSize (_bstr_t(L"9"));
      pPDF->SetImageLRMargin (_bstr_t(L".5"));
      pPDF->SetImageTBMargin (_bstr_t(L".5"));
      pPDF->SetTextLeft (_bstr_t(L".25"));
      pPDF->SetTextTop (_bstr_t(L".25"));
      pPDF->SetMailSMTP (_bstr_t(L"mail.xyzcorp.com"));
      pPDF->SetMailFrom (_bstr_t(L"reports@xyzcorp.com"));
      pPDF->SetMailTo (_bstr_t(L"bob@somesite.com,jane@abc.net"));
      pPDF->SetMailSubject (_bstr_t(L"Current Invoice"));
      pPDF->SetMailBody (_bstr_t(L"d:\\my documents\\mailbody.txt"));
      _variant_t outval = pPDF; // Build the PDF file
    }
    catch (_com_error e)
    {
      cout << e.ErrorMessage() << endl;
    }
  }
  else
    cout << "CoInitialize Failed" << endl;
 
  CoUninitialize();        // Uninitialize COM 
  return 0;
}
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Colors

Specifying ColorsThe -color option and SetColor methods are used to supply a color for thetext. In addition, certain tags such as <FILE> that are used in parameterfiles have options that take a color as the value. Colors in all these cases maybe entered in any of the following ways:
• You may specify the red, green and blue components as values from 0 to 255,separated by a comma. In this case 0,0,0 is black and 255,255,255 is white.
• You may specify the red, green and blue components as a hex string precededby a # sign. In this case #000000 is black and #FFFFFF is white. If all three red,green and blue components are pairs of the same character, such as #ee33dd,you may shorten to #e3d. When three characters are found after the # signthey are expanded by duplicating each chracter to make the longer sixcharacter code.
• You may specify one of the colors from the table below.Color NameBlackSilverGrayWhiteMaroonRedPurpleFuchsia Color NameGreenLimeOliveYellowNavyBlueTealAquaYou may use CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black) for string colors aswell. In this case, you use four numbers for the color setting instead ofthree. Colors in these cases may be entered as follows:
• You may specify the cyan, magenta, yellow and black components as valuesfrom 0 to 255, separated by a comma. In this case 0,0,0,255 is black and 0,0,0,0is white. Other examples are 0,0,255,0 for yellow and 0,255,255,0 for red.
• You may specify the cyan, magenta, yellow and black components as a hexstring preceded by a # sign. In this case #000000FF is black and #00000000 iswhite. Other examples are #0000FF00 for yellow and #00FFFF00 for red.
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Parameter File

Parameter FileA parameter file allows you to specify multiple text files to place on thebackground or multiple styles for the text based on the PDF backgroundpage. It's also a way to store the values needed without passing them on thecommand line or through the DLL methods. Each text file maintains itsown set of parameters for placement, font, color, size, etc. In addition, youmay also specify bookmarks, text lines to print and filled rectangles fordrawing on the background. Use an @ in front of the input file name to usea parameter file (ex. pdfforms.exe @myparms.txt mypdf.pdf). The programthen knows the input contains parameter settings rather than the actual textfor the form. A sample parameter file called params.ini is included with the distribution.The file is tag based and must start with <PDFFORMS> as the first line inthe file. After that, you may specify any tags described on the followingpages.
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Parameter File

<VAR 
option=value>The "option" is named after the command line options. For example, <VARUnits=mm> will set the units to millimeters. See the executable options fora description of each variable. Command line options or DLL methodssetting the same value will override the value stored in the parameter file.Here's an example showing some sample settings:

<VAR Units=mm>
<VAR TxtTop=20>
<VAR TxtLeft=35>
<VAR PageW=210>
<VAR PageH=297>
<VAR Removecodes>Only use one option per VAR tag. You may include as many VAR tags asyou need.Parameter Descriptionoption=value The "option" is one of the command line options. Set the"value" to an appropriate value for the option. You may leaveout the =value portion for parameters that do not take a value.
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<PRINT 
PRINTER=text
DRIVER=text
PORT=text
COPIES=number>This tag is used on Windows based systems to specify the parameters forprinting. All of the name/values are optional. Using just <PRINT> by itselfwill simply print a single copy to the default printer. This registry key is checked for what program is associated with printingPDFs:HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/Software/Classes/AcroExch.Document/shell/print/command/You may need to set up this key if it does not exist. The key should containsomething similar to this (depending on your version of Reader):"C:\Program Files\Adobe\Reader 8.0\Reader\AcroRd32.exe" /p /h "%1" The -printerlist option can be used to extract a list of printers available onthe system. Not all combinations will work on all systems so you'll want to test yoursettings.Parameter DescriptionPRINTER=text Optional.  The printer to use, for example"\\server\printer". The default system printer is used ifPRINTER is not set.DRIVER=text Optional.  The driver to use, for example "HP LaserJet 5".PORT=text Optional.  The port to use, for example "lpt1:".COPIES=number The number of copies to print. Default is 1.
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Parameter File

<FILE 
SRC="text"
X=number
Y=number
FACE=text
SIZE=number
COMP=number
LINESPACE=number
COLOR=text
COLONE>This tag is used to specify an input file. You may have more than one andthey are merged in the order found. For example:

<FILE SRC="d:\files\file1.txt"
   X=.25 Y=.25 COMP=100 LINESPACE=11 COLOR=0000FF FACE=1 SIZE=8>
<FILE SRC="d:\files\file2.txt"
   X=.5 Y=.25 COMP=100 LINESPACE=9 COLOR=000000 FACE=2 SIZE=7>
<FILE SRC="c:\myfiles\formtxt.txt"
   X=.25 Y=.25 COMP=100 LINESPACE=10 COLOR=009900
   FACE="c:\winnt\fonts\myfont.ttf" SIZE=9>In the above example, text from file1.txt is placed on the background first.Next, file2.txt and finally formtxt.txt. Note the text parameters are all storedhere so it's not necessary to pass them to the program using the inputparameters (like -txtleft) or the DLL methods (like SetTextLeft). You may use the -infile command line option or the SetInFile2 DLL methodto specify a different input file. The value passed in will override the file inthe first FILE tag found. For example, using the data shown above, if -infile"d:\files\filea.txt" was passed on the command line, then d:\files\filea.txt isused in place of d:\files\file1.txt. The first file determines the number of pages for the PDF. If file1.txt has 12pages and file2.txt has 15, the resulting PDF will only contain 12 pages andthe contents of pages 13 through 15 in file2.txt will not be included. Inaddition, if any input text file has fewer pages than the first text file, it willwrap and repeat. For instance, you may have a section of text to repeat onall pages. You could write the text in a file once (with no page breaks in thefile) and the text will print at the same location on all pages.Parameter DescriptionSRC=text The text file to use.X=number Left position for the text.Y=number Top position to start the text.
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Parameter File Parameter DescriptionFACE=text The font number or a font file on disk.1 - Courier2 - Courier Bold3 - Courier Italics4 - Courier Bold-Italics5 - Helvetica6 - Helvetica Bold7 - Helvetica Italics8 - Helvetica Bold-Italics9 - Times Roman10 - Times Roman Bold11 - Times Roman Italics12 - Times Roman Bold-Italics13 - Symbol14 - Zapf Dingbats15 - 3 of 9 Barcode16 - UPC Size 117 - UPC Size 218 - UPC Size 3SIZE=number The font point size.COMP=number The text compression percentage as a whole number(for example, enter 80 for 80%).LINESPACE=number The amount of space to drop down for a new line (inpoints = 1/72 of an inch). Usually will be about thesame as the SIZE value.COLOR=text The color for the text.COLONE Include this option if the page break indicator is incolumn one.
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Parameter File

<PDFPAGE 
MATCH=text
PAGE=number
X=number
Y=number
FACE=text
SIZE=number
COMP=number
LINESPACE=number
COLOR=text
COLONE>You would normally have just one input file listed in the FILE section whenusing this tag. The text settings for the page are based on what PDFbackground page is being used. Here's an example showing three settingsbased on the background page being used:

<PDFPAGE PAGE=1 X=.25 Y=.25 COMP=100 LINESPACE=11
   COLOR="0000FF" FACE=1 SIZE=8>
<PDFPAGE PAGE=2 X=.5 Y=.25 COMP=100 LINESPACE=9
   COLOR="00000" FACE=2 SIZE=7>
<PDFPAGE PAGE=3 X=.25 Y=.25 COMP=100 LINESPACE=12
   COLOR="00990" FACE="c:\winnt\fonts\myfont.ttf" SIZE=11>You'll need to use the -pdfpagefmt option on the executable or theSetPDFPageFmt method of the DLL when not using the MATCHparameter. You don't need this tag if you're using an image as thebackground or just a single page from the background PDF. An alternate method is to specify the search string from the input text filefor the PDF page number using the MATCH parameter. In this case, youdon't need to use -pdfpagefmt or SetPDFPageFmt. Instead, this string issearched for in the input file and the PDF page is set appropriately. Anexample of this would be:
<PDFPAGE MATCH="PDFPAGE=1" PAGE=1 X=.25 Y=.25 COMP=100
   LINESPACE=11 COLOR="0000FF" FACE=1 SIZE=8>
<PDFPAGE MATCH="PDF=BODY" PAGE=2 X=.5 Y=.25 COMP=100
   LINESPACE=9 COLOR="00000" FACE=2 SIZE=7>
<PDFPAGE MATCH="SUMMARY-SECTIONY" PAGE=3 X=.25 Y=.25 COMP=100
   LINESPACE=12 COLOR="00990"
   FACE="c:\winnt\fonts\myfont.ttf" SIZE=11>Here, when the text PDFPAGE=1 is found, the background page is set to 1.Similarly, PDF=BODY sets the background PDF page to 2 andSUMMARY-SECTION sets it to 3. The lines in the input file containing thistext are ignored when the text is placed in the PDF.
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Parameter File Parameter DescriptionMATCH="text" The text to look for in the input text file. You mayleave this out and use the -pdfpagefmt option on theexecutable or the SetPDFPageFmt method of theDLL instead, depending on your input file isstructured.PAGE=number The background PDF page number to use.X=number Left position for the text.Y=number Top position to start the text.FACE=text The font number or a font file on disk.1 - Courier2 - Courier Bold3 - Courier Italics4 - Courier Bold-Italics5 - Helvetica6 - Helvetica Bold7 - Helvetica Italics8 - Helvetica Bold-Italics9 - Times Roman10 - Times Roman Bold11 - Times Roman Italics12 - Times Roman Bold-Italics13 - Symbol14 - Zapf Dingbats15 - 3 of 9 Barcode16 - UPC Size 117 - UPC Size 218 - UPC Size 3SIZE=number The font point size.COMP=number The text compression percentage as a whole number(for example, enter 80 for 80%).LINESPACE=number The amount of space to drop down for a new line (inpoints = 1/72 of an inch). Usually will be about thesame as the SIZE value.COLOR=text The color for the text.COLONE Include this option if the page break indicator is incolumn one.
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Parameter File

<RECTANGLE 
X1=number
Y1=number
X2=number
Y2=number
COLOR=text>This tag is used to place a filled rectangle on the page. The coordinatesystem is in inches (or units) with the top left hand corner being position0,0. To place a green rectangle in the middle of an 8.5 by 11 inch page youcould use the following example:

<RECTANGLE X1=3.25 Y1=4.5 X2=5.25 Y2=6.5 COLOR=00CC00>You may place as many rectangles as you want. Each is placed on the formin the order it is found in the file.Parameter DescriptionX1=number The X position of the first corner.Y1=number The Y position of the first corner.X2=number The X position of the second corner.Y2=number The Y position of the second corner.COLOR=text The color for the rectangle.
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Parameter File

<BOOKMARK 
LEVEL=number
LINE=number
FROMCOL=number
THRUCOL=number
CLOSED>This tag is used to define an area on the page for a bookmark. Bookmarkscan be used to quickly jump from one section of a document to another.The bookmarks should represent some logical ordering of the input file. Forexample, employee number if the text input is in employee number order.The line number is based on the text input with line 1 as the top most line.The from and through column numbers represent the position in the textline the data you want to use as the bookmark is located. The first column iscounted as column 1.You may also place multiple bookmark entries at the same level in thissection. The program will attempt to set the text for each level based on thefirst entry for that level. If no text is found at the specified position, theprogram will check the next line number and position specified for thatlevel. Here's an example of a bookmark structure with two levels:

<BOOKMARK LEVEL=1 LINE=5 FROMCOL=3 THRUCOL=9 CLOSED>
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=2 LINE=2 FROMCOL=16 THRUCOL=27>
<BOOKMARK LEVEL=2 LINE=1 FROMCOL=20 THRUCOL=35>In this example, the top most bookmark is found on line 5 from position 3to 9 and is initially closed (usually displayed with a + sign next to it forexpansion by the user). The second level is the text found on line 2 fromposition 16 to 27. The text found on line 1 from position 20 to 35 will beused instead for the second level if there is no text found on line 2, position16 to 27. The assumption here is the text for the second bookmark level willvary from page to page while the text for the first bookmark level will notvary as often. The first level might represent a department code while thesecond an employee number. Note that you may use one or more levels,however it's not typical to go beyond five or six.Parameter DescriptionLEVEL=number The level number of the bookmark starting with 1 asthe highest level.LINE=number The line number in the input file the bookmark text isfound on.FROMCOL=number The beginning column number for the bookmark texton the line.THRUCOL=number The ending column number for the bookmark text onthe line.
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Parameter File Parameter DescriptionCLOSED Used to specify the bookmark should be closedinitially, or the lower levels collapsed.
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Parameter File The ROWPAGE and ROWLINE tags are used for input files with no formfeed characters or column 1 indicator. The ROWPAGE tag is used tospecify the number of lines from the input file make up a page. TheROWLINE is used to specify the placement of the various lines from theinput file.The ROWPAGE tag is required in these cases in order to know how manylines of the input file make up a page. Use of the ROWLINE tag is optional.You'll only need that tag when you want to layout the lines in some otherorder or do something different that just display the ROWPAGE number oflines on each page.
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Parameter File

<ROWPAGE 
LINES=number>The ROWPAGE tag is used for input files with no form feed characters orcolumn 1 indicator. In here, you specify the number of lines from the firstinput file that make up a page. For example, <ROWPAGE LINES=50>. Inthis case, for every 50 lines of input, start a new page. You may stop here ifthe data is simply to be placed on the form in 50 line increments. Or youmay specify the structure and placement of those lines. The ROWLINE tagis used to describe the layout of the lines from the input file.Parameter DescriptionLINES=number The number of lines from the input file that will be readper page.
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Parameter File

<ROWLINE 
FROMLINE=number
THRULINE=number
REPEATCNT=number
FROMCOL=number
NUMCHARS=number
X=number
Y=number
FACE=text
SIZE=number
COMP=number
LINESPACE=number
COLOR=text>Only the FROMLINE and THRULINE options are required when usingthis tag. You may also use 0 as the beginning and ending line number for ablank line. The REPEATCNT value is used to specify the number of timesyou want the block of lines to repeat. The FROMCOL and NUMCHARS areused to pull a sub-string out of the current line. If you only want 10characters from position 5, you'd set FROMCOL=5 and NUMCHARS=10.Leave out FROMCOL and NUMCHARS to use the entire line. Here's anexample:

<ROWPAGE LINES=50>
<ROWLINE FROMLINE=1 THRULINE=5 REPEATCNT=2>
<ROWLINE FROMLINE=3 THRULINE=6 X=.5 Y=1 COMP=80
   LINESPACE=13 COLOR=990000>
<ROWLINE FROMLINE=6 THRULINE=40 FROMCOL=5 X=2 Y=5 COMP=100
   LINESPACE=11 COLOR=000000>In this example, the input file is expected to contain 50 text lines per page.First, lines 1 through 5 will shown followed by lines 1 through 5 again. Thetext position will then move to .5 inches from the left and 1 inch down. Thetext compression will be set to 80 and line spacing to 13 and the color tored. Lines 3 through 6 from the input file will then be printed once. Finally,the text position will move to 2 inches from the left and 2 inches from thetop. The compression will be set back to 100 with a line spacing of 11 andtext color of black. Column 5 and on from lines 6 through 40 will be printedonce and the page will end. The cycle will then repeat on the next page withlines 51 to 100 from the input file.Parameter DescriptionFROMLINE=number The beginning line number from the input file thisblock refers to.THRULINE=number The ending line number from the input file thisblock refers to.
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Parameter File Parameter DescriptionREPEATCNT=number The number of times to repeat these lines (default is1).FROMCOL=number The starting column number for this block of text(default is 1).NUMCHARS=number The number of characters per line for this block oftext (default is to end of line).X=number Left position for the text.Y=number Top position to start the text.FACE=text The font number or a font file on disk.1 - Courier2 - Courier Bold3 - Courier Italics4 - Courier Bold-Italics5 - Helvetica6 - Helvetica Bold7 - Helvetica Italics8 - Helvetica Bold-Italics9 - Times Roman10 - Times Roman Bold11 - Times Roman Italics12 - Times Roman Bold-Italics13 - Symbol14 - Zapf Dingbats15 - 3 of 9 Barcode16 - UPC Size 117 - UPC Size 218 - UPC Size 3SIZE=number The font point size.COMP=number The text compression percentage as a wholenumber (for example, enter 80 for 80%).LINESPACE=number The amount of space to drop down for a new line(in points = 1/72 of an inch). Usually will be aboutthe same as the SIZE value.COLOR=text The color for the text.
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Parameter File

<COLONEFLAG 
CODE=text
FACE=text
SIZE=number
COMP=number
LINESPACE=number
COLOR=text>This tag lists special font settings based on a flag in column one of the inputdata. Here's an example:

<COLONEFLAG CODE=1 FACE=1 SIZE=10 LINESPACE=11
   COLOR=00CC00>
<COLONEFLAG COLE=2 FACE="c:\myfont.ttf" SIZE=12
   LINESPACE=13 COLOR=000000>The font is set to 1 (courier) with a point size of 10, line spacing 11 andgreen text when the character in column one is a "1". The font is set to thecustom myfont.ttf with a point size of 12, line spacing 13 and black textwhen the character in column one is a "2".Parameter DescriptionCODE=text A single character to look for in column one of theinput text file.FACE=text The font number or a font file on disk.1 - Courier2 - Courier Bold3 - Courier Italics4 - Courier Bold-Italics5 - Helvetica6 - Helvetica Bold7 - Helvetica Italics8 - Helvetica Bold-Italics9 - Times Roman10 - Times Roman Bold11 - Times Roman Italics12 - Times Roman Bold-Italics13 - Symbol14 - Zapf Dingbats15 - 3 of 9 Barcode16 - UPC Size 117 - UPC Size 218 - UPC Size 3SIZE=number The font point size.COMP=number The text compression percentage as a whole number(for example, enter 80 for 80%).
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Parameter File Parameter DescriptionLINESPACE=number The amount of space to drop down for a new line (inpoints = 1/72 of an inch). Usually will be about thesame as the SIZE value.COLOR=text The color for the text.
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Parameter File

<TEXTPROP 
X1=number
Y1=number
X2=number
Y2=number
CODE=text
FACE=text
SIZE=number
COMP=number
COLOR=text
OFF=text
ON=text>This tag allows you to set the text properties for a text line or lines based ona rectangle on the page. The rectangle is in text coordinates so the X valuesare the character positions and the Y values are the line numbers. Or, youcan use the CODE option to look for a string in the input text rather thanX/Y coordinates. Here's an example:

<TEXTPROP X1=5 Y1=18 X2=30 Y2=40 FACE=1 SIZE=10 COLOR=00CC00>
<TEXTPROP X1=60 Y1=3 X2=70 Y2=3 SIZE=12 FACE="c:\myfont.ttf"
   COLOR=000000>The font is set to 1 (courier) with a point size of 10 and green color for texton lines 18 to 40 in columns 5 to 30. The font is set to the custom myfont.ttfwith a point size of 12 and color black for text on line 3 in columns 60 to 70.Here's an example using the CODE option: 
<TEXTPROP CODE="&lt;green&gt;" FACE=1 SIZE=10 COLOR=00CC00>
<TEXTPROP CODE="&lt;black&gt;" SIZE=12 FACE="c:\myfont.ttf"
   COLOR=000000>This time, the string <green> and <black> will be searched for instead. Notethe use of &lt; and &gt; for the < and > characters. These are needed whenyou have angle brackets to search for in the text so the software can parsethe TEXTPROP tag properly. Be sure to not overlap the areas when using multiple TEXTPROP tags. Thatis, the rectangles must not overlap one another in two or more TEXTPROPareas. The only time you can overlap is when the OFF/ON values are setsuch that no two overlapping TEXTPROP areas are in effect at the sametime. If you use the CODE option then all your TEXTPROP tags must use theoption. You cannot have a mix of TEXTPROP tags with some using X/Ycoordinates and others using CODE.
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Parameter File Parameter DescriptionX1=number The beginning character position or column number forthe block.Y1=number The beginning line number for the block.X2=number The ending character position or column number for theblock.Y2=number The ending line number for the block.CODE=text A user-defined string to look for in the line of text ratherthan X/Y coordinates. For example, you could use a tagsuch as <B> to turn on bolding or {boldon} or anythingelse. You then set up a TEXTPROP tag withCODE="{boldon}" to have the TEXTPROP settings takeeffect. If your input text line contains "Here is a{boldon}bold section{boldoff} of text" then {boldon} willstart the properties associated with that code and {boldoff}will set a different property. Note that both {boldon} and{boldoff} must be explicitly set with a TEXTPROP tag.That is, there is no closing tag as in HTML since these areuser-defined strings and not tags. The text {boldon} and{boldoff} will be removed from the text before writing tothe PDF. The X1, Y1, X2, Y2, OFF and ON options areignored when CODE is used.FACE=text The font number or a font file on disk.1 - Courier2 - Courier Bold3 - Courier Italics4 - Courier Bold-Italics5 - Helvetica6 - Helvetica Bold7 - Helvetica Italics8 - Helvetica Bold-Italics9 - Times Roman10 - Times Roman Bold11 - Times Roman Italics12 - Times Roman Bold-Italics13 - Symbol14 - Zapf Dingbats15 - 3 of 9 Barcode16 - UPC Size 117 - UPC Size 218 - UPC Size 3SIZE=number The font point size.
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Parameter File Parameter DescriptionCOMP=number The text compression percentage as a whole number (forexample, enter 80 for 80%). You may also set to "auto" andthe program will determine the appropriate value based onthe current line's font size and compression. This allowsyou to set the font size larger or smaller than the currentline and still have the physical length of the text line be thesame.COLOR=text The color for the text.OFF=text Do not perform the text modifications on any linescontaining the text string. May use a pipe delimiter (the |character) for multiple strings. The text is case sensitive.ON=text Only perform the text modifications on lines containingthe text string. May use a pipe delimiter (the | character)for multiple strings. The text is case sensitive.
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Text Files

Text FilesThe -strin option or SetStrFileIn method allows you to add text or imageson a page outside of the standard text input file. Use this to add watermarksor other information. You specify the X/Y coordinates and, optionally,other aspects of the text. The text can be a single line or multi-line. The textbreaks or wraps based on where you have line breaks in your input file. Youmay also use this feature to place invisible text on pages to allow forsearching on the text. You may use the following variables in your text. To include the textwithout converting to the value, place a backslash (the \ character) in frontof the & symbol.&page; The current page number.&totpages; The total number of pages in the output PDF.Each tag, or command, starts with an angle bracket < and closes with >. Thetag name comes directly after the opening <. Options are then listed, spaceseparated, with an = sign between it and its value. Note this tag has anopening and closing tag. For example:<UNITS VALUE="in"><TEXT X=2 Y=3 COLOR=red ALIGN="center">Sample text line 1Next line (page=&page;)</TEXT>will print "Sample text line 1" with "Next line" underneath.
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Text Files

<UNITS 
VALUE="text">The UNITS tag is used to set the unit of measure for the TEXT and/or IMGtag(s).Option DescriptionVALUE="text" Used to set the unit of measure. Set this option first so latterTEXT tags use the proper unit setting. Valid settings are:pt - points (1/72 of an inch)in - inchescm - centimetersmm - millimeters
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<TEXT 
X=number
Y=number
FROMRIGHT
FROMTOP
FACE="text"
SIZE=number
ALIGN="text"
ANGLE=number
ANCHOR="text"
NOROTATE
IFROTATE=number
COLOR="text"
BGCOLOR="text"
BORDER=number
BORDERCOLOR="text"
PADDING=number
LINESPACE=number
COMP=number
REND=number
SHADOW=number
SHADOWX=number
SHADOWY=number
SHADOWCOLOR="text"
SHADOWREND=number
TRANSPARENCY=number
TRANSPMODE="text"
PAGES="text"
FIRST
NOTFIRST
BASELINE=Yes|No
GLYPHPOS>

</TEXT>The TEXT tag is used to place text on a page or multiple pages.Option DescriptionX=number Required. The position (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) from the left page edge to placethe text.Y=number Required. The position (in points where 1point = 1/72 of an inch or based on currentUNITS setting) from the bottom page edge toplace the baseline of the first line of text.
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Text Files Option DescriptionFROMRIGHT Treats the X value as a distance from the rightedge of the page instead of the left.FROMTOP Treats the Y value as a distance from the topedge of the page instead of the bottom.FACE="text" Set to the number of one of the following:1 - Courier2 - Courier Bold3 - Courier Italics4 - Courier Bold-Italics5 - Helvetica6 - Helvetica Bold7 - Helvetica Italics8 - Helvetica Bold-Italics9 - Times Roman10 - Times Roman Bold11 - Times Roman Italics12 - Times Roman Bold-Italics13 - Symbol14 - Zapf Dingbats15 - 3 of 9 Barcode16 - UPC Size 117 - UPC Size 218 - UPC Size 3SIZE=number The font point size. The default is 10.ALIGN="text" The alignment. Use "Center" or "Right". Thedefault is "Left".ANGLE=number The counter-clockwise angle of rotationaround the center of the text block. Enter avalue from 0 to 360. Use a negative numberfrom -360 to 0 for clockwise rotation. Thedefault is 0.ANCHOR=text Used to specify a different anchor point for therotation. The default is the center of the textblock. Specify one of the following:LL for Lower-LeftLR for Lower-RightUL for Upper-LeftUR for Upper-RightFor most cases you'll want to use LL as thevalue when overriding the default center pointrotation. For example, if you have a stringrotated 90 degrees with the default center pointrotation, its X position will vary depending onthe length of the string. To keep the X positionfixed, use ANCHOR="LL".
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Text Files Option DescriptionNOROTATE Prevents the text from rotating when there is apage rotation. Sometimes pages that appear tobe oriented correctly when viewed actuallyhave a rotation set on the page. When youplace text on the page it then becomes rotatedeven though you didn't specify an ANGLE forit. This option will compenstate for the pagerotation and adjust the angle of the text. Notethat ANCHOR will be set to "UL" andBASEALIGN will be set to "No" when thisoption is used regardless of what value ispassed in.IFROTATE=number Set to a value of 0, 90, 180 or 270. This is usedto specify what pages the text should beprinted on based on the current page's rotationvalue. You might use this with theNOROTATE option to provide a differentposition for the text based on how the page isrotated.COLOR="text" The color for the text.BGCOLOR="text" The background color for the text.BORDER=number The width of the border in points. Can be adecimal number (such as .5) for a thin border.BORDERCOLOR="text" The color color for the border.PADDING=number The amount of padding to leave between thetext and the border (also for background color)in points.LINESPACE=number The amount of space in points (1/72 of aninch) to drop down between text lines. Thedefault is 2 + the font point size.COMP=number The percentage amount to horizontallycompress the text by. Enter as a whole number(for example, use 80 for 80%). The default is100.REND=number The render mode. The default is 0 (fill thecharacter). Other options are:1 - stroke (or outline) the character only2 - stroke and fill the character3 - no stroke or fill (invisible)SHADOW=number Draws a shadow effect for the text. Set to thetransparency value you want for the shadow.Enter a value from 1 to 100. The lower thenumber, the lighter the shadow.
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Text Files Option DescriptionSHADOWX=number The X-axis offset for the shadow. Enter a valuein points (1 point = 1/72 of an inch). Can be apositive or negative value (or decimal values).General range is -5 to 5.SHADOWY=number The Y-axis offset for the shadow. Enter a valuein points (1 point = 1/72 of an inch). Can be apositive or negative value (or decimal values).General range is -5 to 5.SHADOWCOLOR="text" The color for the shadow. Default is black.SHADOWREND=number The rendering mode for the shadow text. Thedefault is 2. Use 0 for a sharper shadow or 1 fora hollow shadow.TRANSPARENCY=number Optional transparency for the text. RequiresAcrobat or Reader 5.0 or higher to view thetransparency. Enter a value from 1 to 100. Thedefault without this option is 100 - the text isplaced on top of the background PDF withnone of the background showing through.TRANSPMODE="text" Optional transparency mode. The valid valuesare:Normal (Default)MultiplyScreenOverlayDarkenLightenColorDodgeColorBurnHardLightSoftLightDifferenceExclusionHueSaturationColorLuminosity
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Text Files Option DescriptionPAGES="text" The list of pages to show the text on. Enter acomma separated list and/or use a - (minussign) for a page range. May also use "odd" or"even". Use "oddrange" or evenrange" alongwith a page range to only pull odd or evenpages within that range. For example,PAGES="10-300,oddrange" will only includeodd pages in the range of 10-300 (11, 13, ...299). In comparison, PAGES="10-300,odd"will pull all odd pages and all pages within therange of 10-300. Leave PAGES out to includeon all pages.FIRST Include on first page only (same as settingPAGES=1).NOTFIRST Include on any page except the first page. Forexample, if you set PAGES="odd" and don'twant this text to show on the first page, set thisoption.BASELINE=Yes|No If set to "No", the Y value (for text position)represents the top of the first line of text. If setto "Yes" (the default), the Y value representsthe basline of the first line of text. Setting to"No" has the effect of lowering the text by thepoint size. This is fixed as "No" whenNOROTATE is used.GLYPHPOS Used when the text contains positioning(kerning) information. Your text must beentered in parenthesis with a number betweeneach set of parenthesis. A positive number willmove the current text position to the left whilea negative number will move it to the right.That is, the value is subtracted from thecurrent position to obtain the new position.The value is specified in 1000ths of a unit. Seethe example at the end of this section.Here's a sample:

<UNITS VALUE="in">
<TEXT X=1 Y=3 FACE="5" PAGES="1-3,6" COLOR="green"
ALIGN="center">
This is the first line of text.
This is another line.
</TEXT>
<TEXT X=2.5 Y=4 SIZE=15 FACE="helvetica" ALIGN="center"
BORDER=3 PADDING=2>
Here is some text to center.
Line 2
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Last line of centered text.
</TEXT>
<TEXT X=1 Y=1 REND=3>
This text is invisible.
</TEXT>
<TEXT X=1 Y=6 SIZE=18 GLYPHPOS>
(T)-20(his)-215(text)-220(uses glyph)-230(positioning.)
(A)20(ll text must go within parenthesis.)
(Use a slash in front of any parenthesis in the text.)
(For example: \(555\) 555-1212)
</TEXT>Keep the following in mind when creating your tagged file:
• No spaces between the option and = sign
• No spaces between = and the value
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<IMG 
SRC="text"
X1=number
Y1=number
X2=number
Y2=number
PAGES="test"
FIRST
NOTFIRST>This tag is used to place an image on a page. The X2 and Y2 values areoptional. The width and height of the image will be used if not provided.The X1 and Y1 values will represent the lower left corner of the image inthis case.Parameter DescriptionSRC=text The path and file name of the image to use.X1=number The X coordinate in inches or units for the lower left imagecorner.Y1=number The Y coordinate in inches or units for the lower left imagecorner.X2=number Optional. The X coordinate in inches or units for the upperright image corner.Y2=number Optional. The Y coordinate in inches or units for the upperright image corner.PAGES="text" The list of pages to show the image on. Enter a commaseparated list and/or use a - (minus sign) for a page range.May also use "odd" or "even". Use "oddrange" or evenrange"along with a page range to only pull odd or even pages withinthat range. For example, PAGES="10-300,oddrange" willonly include odd pages in the range of 10-300 (11, 13, ... 299).In comparison, PAGES="10-300,odd" will pull all odd pagesand all pages within the range of 10-300. Leave PAGES out toinclude on all pages.FIRST Include on first page only (same as setting PAGES=1).NOTFIRST Include on any page except the first page. For example, if youset PAGES="odd" and don't want this text to show on thefirst page, set this option.
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AddendumThe -addendum option or SetAddendum method allows you to pass a filename or the contents describing what images or PDF pages to show at theend of the PDF output. You must use a background PDF in order to pullpages for the ending section. There are two tags you may use — <IMG> and <PDFPAGE>. You can useboth but the PDFPAGE tag only works when you're using a backgroundPDF for the output. The page number specified is from that backgroundPDF. For example, to have an image and two pages from the background PDF thefile would look similar to this:
<IMG SRC="c:\images\myimg.jpg" X1=.5 Y1=.5 X2=8 Y2=10.5
   PAGEW=8.5 PAGEH=11>
<PDFPAGE PAGE=5>
<PDFPAGE PAGE=6>The image will be placed first, each image placed on its own page, followedby pages 5 and 6 from the background PDF. You can mix in any order andprovided as many images or pages as you like. The order given in the file isthe order used to place in the output.
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<IMG 
SRC="text"
X1=number
Y1=number
X2=number
Y2=number
PAGEW=number
PAGEH=number>This tag is used to place an image on a page. The X2 and Y2 values areoptional. The width and height of the image will be used if not provided.Parameter DescriptionSRC=text The path and file name of the image to use.X1=number The X coordinate in inches or units for the lower leftimage corner.Y1=number The Y coordinate in inches or units for the lower leftimage corner.X2=number Optional. The X coordinate in inches or units for theupper right image corner.Y2=number Optional. The Y coordinate in inches or units for theupper right image corner.PAGEW=number The width of the page in inches or units.PAGEH=number The height of the page in inches or units.
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<PDFPAGE 
PAGE=number>This tag is used to insert the page specified at the end of the PDF output.You must use a background PDF with the output in order for this tag towork.Parameter DescriptionPAGE=number The background PDF page number to use.
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<UNITS 
VALUE=text>Used to define the units setting for the addendum information. The IMGtag is the only tag using the units setting. The default value is from the-units option or setUnits method. The default when not using -units orsetUnits is inches.Parameter DescriptionVALUE=text Unit of measure. Use in for inches, cm for centimeters, mmfor millimeters or pt for point. One point is 1/72 of an inch.For example, setting this option to "cm" means the IMG tagwill expect values in centimeters for image placement andpage size.
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Barcode FontsPDF Forms includes several barcode fonts you can use without having toload your own. They include a 3 of 9 font and several UPCA fonts. Simplyspecify the font number using tags such as TEXTPROP. You do not have tospecify the check digit on UPCA codes as PDF Forms will compute thevalue automatically if not provided. For example, <TEXTPROP X1=60Y1=3 X2=71 Y1=3 SIZE=12 FACE=16>. Here are samples of the variousbarcode fonts:Font Name Sample15 3 of 9 (012345ABCabc)16 UPCA A12345!abcdeL17 UPCA A12345!abcdeL18 UPCA A12345!abcdeL
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Digital Signatures

Reasons for UsingDigital signatures provide a way to sign a PDF electronically in order toauthenticate its contents. Signing a PDF electronically is a process thatcreates a unique encoding out of the entire PDF. No two PDFs will have thesame encoding unless they are exactly the same. This encoding is thensigned (further encoded) by running a program that takes as input theencoding, a public key signature file, and a private key password to createthe PDF signature. The end user can verify the PDF is authentic bychecking that the applied signature is valid. Adobe Reader or Acrobat willrecompute the encoding over the entire PDF and if the signature in the PDFdoes not match then the signature is no longer valid. Most casual users of PDF familiar with Adobe Reader mistakenly believethat PDFs cannot be modified. In reality, it's fairly easy to change text in aPDF using Adobe Acrobat or other third-party programs like FyTek's PDFMeld. A digital signature is therefore used not to prevent changes but tovalidate that a PDF you are viewing has not been altered or, if altered andthe signature is still valid, what changes were made. Any changes to thedocument after the signature is applied will be noted in the signature panein Reader or Acrobat so you know what was modified. 
Requirements for SigningPDF Forms uses an open source program called OpenSSL that is availablefor most Unix and Windows installations. If you do not have OpenSSLinstalled, you'll need to install it first before you can digitally signdocuments. Most Unix systems will likely have it - if you're not sure, trytyping OpenSSL at a shell prompt and if it comes back with a prompt thatlooks like OpenSSL> then it is installed. Windows binaries are availablehere: http://www.slproweb.com/products/Win32OpenSSL.html or, if thelink is not available, search for "openssl windows binary" in your favoritesearch engine. The following section deals with using OpenSSL to create your signaturefiles. While you don't need to be an expert at digital certificates, you shouldbe comfortable running commands from the DOS prompt. This is a processyou will probably only run once to set your certificates. Once you havethem you simply supply them to the PDF Forms for signing so this sectionis not something you will need to do each time you want to sign a PDF. First you'll need a certificate to sign PDFs with. You may purchase themfrom security companies on-line or use OpenSSL to create your own. Thereare 2 files you'll need to sign with: 
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Digital Signatures mykey_pk.pem - your private signing keymykey.der - your binary certificate and public keyThere are two types of file formats for certificate files. One is PEM which isa text file and DER which is binary. The names of your files may bedifferent but the point is you'll need a private key in pem format and acertificate in binary form. Covering all the commands of OpenSSL is beyond the scope of thisdocument. We'll just be covering the basics to get a certificate setup. Thereare many websites to explain other uses and options for OpenSSL if you areinterested. Installing OpenSSL should only take a few minutes dependingon your internet connection. 

Setting up OpenSSLAt this point you should have OpenSSL installed - use the link mentioned inthe previous section if you need to install on Windows. The first step is tocreate a configuration file for OpenSSL if you don't have one already. Youonly need to do this once and you may place it in the directory you installedOpenSSL into. Here's a sample openssl.cnf file to get you started if you needone. This file is also embedded in this PDF so you can download it from thisdocument rather than cut & paste.
#
# SSLeay example configuration file.
# This is mostly being used for generation of certificate requests.
#
RANDFILE                = .rnd
####################################################################
[ ca ]
default_ca      = CA_default            # The default ca section
####################################################################
[ CA_default ]
dir             = demoCA                # Where everything is kept
certs           = $dir\certs            # Where the issued certs are kept
crl_dir         = $dir\crl              # Where the issued crl are kept
database        = $dir\index.txt        # database index file.
new_certs_dir   = $dir\newcerts         # default place for new certs.
certificate     = $dir\cacert.pem          # The CA certificate
serial          = $dir\serial              # The current serial number
crl             = $dir\crl.pem             # The current CRL
private_key     = $dir\private\cakey.pem   # The private key
RANDFILE        = $dir\private\private.rnd # private random number file
x509_extensions = x509v3_extensions     # The extentions to add to the cert
default_days    = 365                   # how long to certify for
default_crl_days= 30                    # how long before next CRL
default_md      = md5                   # which md to use.
preserve        = no                    # keep passed DN ordering
# A few difference way of specifying how similar the request should look
# For type CA, the listed attributes must be the same, and the optional
# and supplied fields are just that :-)
policy          = policy_match
# For the CA policy
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[ policy_match ]
countryName             = optional
stateOrProvinceName     = optional
organizationName        = optional
organizationalUnitName  = optional
commonName              = supplied
emailAddress            = optional
# For the 'anything' policy
# At this point in time, you must list all acceptable 'object'
# types.
[ policy_anything ]
countryName             = optional
stateOrProvinceName     = optional
localityName            = optional
organizationName        = optional
organizationalUnitName  = optional
commonName              = supplied
emailAddress            = optional
####################################################################
[ req ]
default_bits            = 1024
default_keyfile         = privkey.pem
distinguished_name      = req_distinguished_name
attributes              = req_attributes
[ req_distinguished_name ]
countryName                     = Country Name (2 letter code)
countryName_min                 = 2
countryName_max                 = 2
stateOrProvinceName             = State or Province Name (full name)
localityName                    = Locality Name (eg, city)
0.organizationName              = Organization Name (eg, company)
organizationalUnitName          = Organizational Unit Name (eg, section)
commonName                      = Common Name (eg, your website's domain name)
commonName_max                  = 64
emailAddress                    = Email Address
emailAddress_max                = 40
[ req_attributes ]
challengePassword               = A challenge password
challengePassword_min           = 4
challengePassword_max           = 20
[ x509v3_extensions ]
# under ASN.1, the 0 bit would be encoded as 80
nsCertType                      = 0x40
#nsBaseUrl
#nsRevocationUrl
#nsRenewalUrl
#nsCaPolicyUrl
#nsSslServerName
#nsCertSequence
#nsCertExt
#nsDataTypeThe end user will not need to do anything special to use certificates youcreate but they will not be trusted certificates. They have the option to trustyour certificate, if they wish, but they do not have to. In either case, Reader
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Creating Self-Signed CertificatesNow that OpenSSL is setup, here are the steps to create a self-signedcertificate. Note that there are a variety of security companies that sellself-signed certificates. However, we'll use OpenSSL here to show you howto create your own in just a few short steps.1. Open a DOS window or a shell in Linux/Unix.2. Be sure your PATH environment variable contains the executable forOpenSSL. This will be the directory you installed it into. If not set, youcan type this at the DOS prompt:
path=%path%;c:\(openssl-directory)Where the "(openssl-directory)" is replaced with the directorycontaining the binary openssl.exe program. This should be thedirectory you installed the program into along with the path of\bin at the end of that.3. Create the public and private key files by running the following:
openssl req -x509 -new -config openssl.cnf -days 365 -out
mykey.pem -keyout mykey_pk.pem -newkey rsa:2048The file mykey_pk.pem is the private key you'll use for theSIGNPKFILE option. You may set the number of days forexpiration to whatever you want. In the example, we've used 1 yearbut you may set for whatever you like. This is just the expirationfor the certificate. Be sure to put the full path to openssl.cnf in theline above if it is not in your current directory. The -newkeyrsa:2048 (or rsa:4096) is optional if you want to create largerencryption keys than the 1024 default size.4. Create the certificate by running this command:
openssl x509 -in mykey.pem -inform PEM -out mykey.der -outform
DERThe file mykey.der is the binary certificate. This contains thepublic key that will be used to verify your signature in the PDF.Now you should have mykey_pk.pem and mykey.der on yoursystem.

Passing Signature InformationNow that you have the files, use them on the command line or the SetSignmethod in PDF Forms. On the command line, -signpkfile would be set tomykey_pk.pem and -signderfile would be mykey.der using the exampleabove. You do not have to pass the signing password to the program. If youleave it out you'll be prompted for it when it is needed to encode.The password may be supplied in a couple of ways. You may pass thepassword itself, such as -signpwd "abc123" on the command line. You mayalso pass the password from an environment variable such as -signpwd"env:pwd" on the command line. In this case, prefix the variable with env:and the system will look for the environment variable called "pwd" (or
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Trusting CertificatesYou will see something similar to the following after you sign a documentfor the first time. Note the icon with the yellow warning icon in the signature pane. This isbecause the certificate has not yet been trusted by Reader. Once you havetrusted the certificate the icon will change and all future signatures in PDFswith this certificate will be recognized. The first step is to click on thesignature field to bring up the dialog box shown. Your dialog boxes maydiffer slightly in options depending on the version of Adobe Reader you areusing. These examples use Adobe Reader version 9. Note this document issigned so you can follow the steps below for this PDF if you like.
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This is the signature property dialog for the certificate. Across the top of thedialog area is a set of tabs you can click on to view various information. Fornow, click the "Show Certificate..." button to continue. 
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Another dialog box will open containing a set of tabs across the top. Clickon the "Trust" tab. 
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The trust tab shows what trusts you have enabled for the certificate. In thiscase, no trusts have been established. To trust this certificate, click the "Addto Trusted Identities..." button. You will likely recieve a warning box. Be sure to only trust certificates whenyou are certain of their source. 
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Click the "OK" button to continue. Note the red X's will remain until werevalidate the signatures. 
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Click the "Validate Signatures" button to validate the signature we just setupthe trusts for. 
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A green check icon now shows in the signature properties dialog. 
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A green check icon also shows in the signature pane. All future signingsusing this certificate will be trusted. The signature pane on the left will showwhat signings have taken place on the document and what signatures areopen for signing. In this case there is one signature so far but an opensignature box remains. You may also follow through on the dialog boxes byclicking the second signature (once signed) to view any changes to thedocument that happened between the time of the first and second signature.
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XPS DocumentsXPS Document format is a paginated-document specification developed byMicrosoft. This format is similar to PDF in the sense it is a finalized outputnot intended to be edited, unlike a document saved from a word processorwhere you can re-open and perform text or layout edits. As Vista and newerWindows operating systems roll out, you may want to save output in bothPDF and XPS or give your users an option on what format they want fortheir reports. Viewers for Windows XP are available from Microsoft at the sitehttp://www.microsoft.com/whdc/xps/viewxps.mspx. The functionality isbuilt into Microsoft Vista so no download is necessary as XPS documentswill open in Internet Explorer 7 or higher on that platform To create an XPS file (which is always in addition to the PDF output), usethe -xps option or SetXPSFile method. You may use the -xpsback option orSetXPSBackground method to place a background on your XPS output.This is similar to the -pdf or SetPDF background option for PDFs. If you have an existing PDF you want to use as an XPS background, theeasiest way to convert it is to simply print the PDF as an XPS document.You'll need to install Microsoft's XPS Document Writer on XP basedsystems first. Simply open the PDF in Reader, select Print and choose theXPS Document Writer as the output. You'll be prompted for a file name tosave as. XPS Document files may be larger than PDFs in some cases, especiallywhen the PDF doesn't contain any added images or fonts. The reason is thePDF viewer contains 14 built-in fonts so those do not need to be included inthe PDF. XPS format, however, requires that fonts or subsets of fonts beincluded in all cases. The inclusion of the fonts is what makes some XPSfiles larger than PDF.
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SQL QueriesSQL Queries are used to extract information from a data source using SQLcommands. The SQL command file will contain tag-based commands suchas QUERY and LOOP. These commands are used to define the queries andactions to perform during iteration of the data. If you have a commaseparated data file, for example, you can loop through the file and create aPDF page for each row in the file placing data where needed. The samemethod can be applied to database tables. In addition, you may useconditional statements to format as needed based on the results of thequery. The -sqlquery command line option or SetSQLQuery method is used topass in the contents of the SQL command file. Contained within the SQLcommand file are one or more QUERY tags (select statements), LOOPstatements (which iterate over the results), PUT statements to specify therow/column to place a particular field and a PAGE tag to denote where anew page should begin. Some commands begin with RW as they are sharedwith FyTek's PDF Report Writer command set and function in the sameway. The PUT tag is used to write a data element to the PDF page - either statictext or a variable. Pound signs are used to enclose column names fromqueries when you want to display the data from the query. For example, ifyou have a column named "city" in a query named "customers" you woulduse #customer.city# between an opening and closing PUT tag. The string#customers.city# will be replaced with the data for the current record. Thesyntax in the input query file for PDF Forms would look something like:<PUT COL=5 MAXLENGTH=15>#customers.city#</PUT> In calculations or commands like RWGET, use $customers.city instead. Thereason for this is to prevent issues with embedded quotes. With the aboveexample, #customers.city# is the same as the tag <RWGET$customers.city>. Both will return the same value. In a calculation, using<RWIF #customers.city# ne "">, the program will perform the replacementfirst and you may have something like <RWIF Los Angeles ne ""> whichwill not work as there are no quotes around Los Angeles. When using<RWIF $customers.city ne ""> instead, the program will use a variable withthe value equal to Los Angeles during the evaluation process and work asexpected. You may define functions within your code and perform if/then/elseprocessing as well. All other interaction with data from queries and infunctions use Perl syntax. Perl has three data types you should be aware of.
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SQL Queries The first is a scalar which is used for numbers or strings. Variables of thistype will all start with a $ as in $myvar. The second is an array type.Variables of this type will all start with a @ such as @myarray. The last is ahash type and those start with a %. It is beyond the scope of thisdocumentation to cover programming in Perl. If you are at all familiar withJavaScript then much of the syntax will look similar. The sample program fytek.sql that comes bundled with PDF Forms showshow to use many of these options. Use -none as the input file in this case.From the command line, you would run:

pdfforms -none fytekout.pdf -sqlquery fytek.sql
-open Some common operators are:Operator Description+ Addition- Subtraction* Multiplication/ Division$a = $b Assignment$a == $b Check if two numbers are equal$a != $b Check if two numbers are not equal$a eq $b Check if two strings are equal$a ne $b Check if two strings are not equal$a lt $b Check if a is less than b (in Perl, you can use < but since <also starts a tag, lt should be used instead)$a gt $b Check if a is greater than b$a le $b Check if a is less than or equal to b$a ge $b Check if a is greater than or equal to bcond1 || cond2 Logical ORcond1 && cond2 Logical ANDThe LOOP tag is the indicator to PDF Forms that the following contentshould be repeated for the specified query. Each row of the query result isone iteration of the LOOP section. Within the LOOP section you wouldplace commands such as PUT to display the query fields. Use the -debug command line option (SetDebug DLL method) to report onPerl errors. The debug output will show any queries it processed and thetime to process along with the number of rows returned.
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Database ConnectionThe database connection, specified with the -sqldb or SetSQLDB method, isused to set the parameters necessary for connecting to your database. Eachtype of connection has different options. In addition, you may specify theconnection options on the QUERY tag. The -sqldriver option orSetSQLDriver method should be set to one of the below drivers (such as"Oracle"). Based on the driver below, determine what you should pass to-sqldb or SetSQLDB based on the description. 
CSVSpecify the directory where the files are located with the syntax"f_dir=directory" where "directory" is the path to the files. To specify thecurrent directory you would use "f_dir=." Use "csv_sep_char=" to specifythe field separator when other than a comma. For example,"f_dir=.;csv_sep_char=|" will set the pipe character as the field separator.Assign your tables using the RWTABLE tag. 
Oracle (Windows Only)Pass just the database or leave the option off and pass as part of the usersuch as "username@XE". Or, you may pass the host, SID and port as in"host=localhost;sid=XE;port=1521". Oracle version 8 through 11g should beable to connect. 
mysql (Windows Only)Specify the database name and the host IP address. For example,"database=mydb;host=localhost". If necessary, you may specify the port aswell such as "database=mydb;host=localhost;port=3306". Both mysql andmysqlPP work against MySQL databases though mysql may give slightlybetter performance on Windows systems. 
mysqlPPSpecify the database name and the host IP address. For example,"database=mydb;host=localhost". If necessary, you may specify the port aswell such as "database=mydb;host=localhost;port=3306". Both mysql andmysqlPP work against MySQL databases though mysql may give slightlybetter performance on Windows systems. 
ODBC (Windows Only)Specify the DSN you wish to connect. 
XMLYou do not need to pass anything when using XML. Assign your tablesusing the RWTABLE tag.
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<RWTABLE 
FILE=text
TABLE=text
FORMAT=text
FLAGS=text
COLNAMES=text
EOL=text>Only used when using CSV or XML files as the data source. You do notneed this for other databases such as Oracle or MySQL. Used to define a mapping between files on disk and logical table names inqueries. For example, you might want to map a file called "employees.csv" tothe table "empl". This allows you to then refer to the table "empl" in yourqueries. Add one of these tags for each table you will need.Parameter DescriptionFILE=text The name of the physical file on disk. This may also be aweb page that starts with http://.TABLE=text The logical name for this data to use in the QUERY tag.This is the name to use as the name of the table.FORMAT=text Set to one of the following:CSVXMLFLAGS=text Use to specify the root node for XML. Specify by usingthe string record_type=>'node'. For example, if the nodesare called item that you are interested in loopingthrough, set FLAGS="record_type=>'item'".COLNAMES=text Optional. Only include if the file you are using does notcontain field names in the first row of the file. Set to aspace separated list of column names you want to use torefer to each column in the file. For example,COLNAMES="name addr1 addr2 city state zip".EOL=text Optional. The End Of Line separator for CSV files. Set to\r\n for DOS files or \n for Unix formatted files.
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<QUERY 
NAME=text
PROCEDURE=text
SQLDRIVER=text
SQLDB=text
USERID=text
PASSWORD=text>

</QUERY>Used to define a query. Place your SQL select statement between theopening and closing QUERY tags. Only the NAME is required. Theconnection options may be passed on the command line or via DLLmethods. You may enter connection options on the query tag if you want touse different settings. Use the PROCEDURE option to provide the procedure name when callinga stored procedure. In this case, rather than SQL, you place QPARAM tagsbetween the opening and closing QUERY tags. Each QPARAM tagcorresponds to a variable passed in or out of the procedure. Use a select statement to return a value from a database function. Forexample, if you have an Oracle function named myfunct that takes twoparameters as input you would write the select like this:
<QUERY NAME="runfunct">
select myfunct(<QPARAM $var1>, <QPARAM $var2>) res from dual
</QUERY>You can then refer to the result with the variable $runfunct.res in yourcode. Parameter DescriptionNAME=text Provide a unique name for the query. The name is usedin the LOOP statement to iterate over the result set.PROCEDURE=text Only specify this if you are calling a stored procedure.Provide the name of the procedure only. Theparameters will be passed using the QPARAM tagsbefore the closing </QUERY> tag. For example, if youhave a stored procedure in Oracle namedVALID_USER(ID NUMBER, LEVL OUTVARCHAR2) you would setPROCEDURE="VALID_USER" (orPROCEDURE="SCHEMA.VALID_USER" whereSCHEMA is the schema for the procedure). You wouldthen provide two QPARAM tags - the first for ID (theinput) and the second of LEVL (the output).
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SQL Queries Parameter DescriptionSQLDRIVER=text The data source.  This is a case-sensitive string. Entrieswith a * are only available for Windows operatingsystems. Valid values are:CSVOracle*mysql*mysqlPPODBC*XMLmysql may give slightly better performance overmysqlPP on Windows systems.SQLDB=text The database schema or driver information. See theDatabase Connection section for details.USERID=text The user id (if any) for the database connection. ForOracle, you may also specify the password and/orschema in this field. For example, "user/pwd" or"user/pwd@prod".PASSWORD=text The password (if any) for the database connection.
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<QPARAM variable>
-- or --
<QPARAM 

TYPE=text
VAR=text
VALUE=text>

</QPARAM>Used to prevent SQL injection by passing parameters to the query duringexecution rather than placing directly in the SQL statement. The "variable"is the variable you want to use, either $var (from Perl) or $query.column(from a prior query) syntax. This option is also used to pass parameterswith stored procedures. For example, when you do this:
<QUERY NAME="getCities">
select city, state, zip from cities
  where company = '<RWGET $comp>'
</QUERY>The result that is parsed is this which is not valid because of the quotes:
<QUERY NAME="getCities">
select city, state, zip from cities
  where company = 'O'Reilly'
</QUERY>When you use QPARM like this:
<QUERY NAME="getCities">
select city, state, zip from cities
  where company = <QPARAM $comp>
</QUERY>The result is now this with a placeholder where the value will go:
<QUERY NAME="getCities">
select city, state, zip from cities
  where company = ?
</QUERY>The ? is used as a placeholder that is evaluated later during processing. It isreplaced by the string "O'Reilly" when needed. This also protects againstunwanted commands being passed if your variables are based on user input.For stored procedures, there are several other options for QPARAM. Forexample, assume you have a stored procedure in Oracle setup asVALID_USER(ID NUMBER, LEVL OUT VARCHAR2). You would thenprovide two QPARAM tags for the parameters. For example: The result thatis parsed is this which is not valid because of the quotes:
<QUERY NAME="chkUser" PROCEDURE="VALID_USER">
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  <QPARAM TYPE="IN" VAR="p_id" VALUE="100">
  <QPARAM TYPE="OUT" VAR="p_level" VALUE="$plevel">
</QUERY>The value for ID is set to 100 in this example. This could also be a Perl valuethat was set from a prior RWSET or a value from a prior query if you like.In that case, you would have a variable such as $pid or $myquery.column.The value output from the query will be placed in the Perl variable $plevel.You can then display it or use $plevel in other functions as if you defined itwith an RWSET statement.Parameter DescriptionTYPE=text Set to IN, OUT or INOUT. This is only used for storedprocedure. Represents the type of parameter this is for theprocedure.VAR=text The variable placeholder name for the stored procedure. Thisis simply used to name the placeholder so it does not have tocorrespond to any prior variable. Each VAR should be uniquethough within the QUERY section.VALUE=text The value to pass in specified as either a hard-coded value or aPerl variable that has been initialized. Or, this is the name ofthe variable to receive the output of the stored procedure.Output or input-output parameters should always specify aPerl variable in the form $name where "name" is the name ofyour variable.
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<LOOP 
QUERY=text
FROM=number
TO=number
-- or ---
INDEX=text
ARRAY=text
SORTSTR[=text]
SORTNUM[=text]
SORTDESC
-- or ---
INDEX=text
LIST=text
DELIMITER=text
-- or ---
INDEX=text
FILE=text>

</LOOP>Used to loop over the result set for the named query, an array, a list, or afile. Use the # symbol to enclose variables you want replaced by the queryresults.For example, if you query looks like this:
<QUERY NAME="getCities">
select city, state, zip from cities
</QUERY>You can use #getCities.city#, #getCities.state#, or #getCities.zip# asvariables for display between the opening and closing LOOP tags. Be sure touse the name of the query followed by a dot then the field name.In addition, you can use $getCities.city in any Perl code or QPARAMstatements. The query.column sytanx used in any Perl code will beconverted to a variable holding the field value. You can also nest QUERY and LOOP commands inside of a loop. Thisallows you base lower level queries on an upper level one. You may usevariables in your SQL when inside a loop to create a dynamic query. Forexample:
<QUERY NAME="getCities">
select city, state, zip from cities
</QUERY>
<LOOP QUERY="getCities">
  ...other commands (can use #getCities# here)...
  <QUERY NAME="getBusinesses">
  select business_name, business_type from businesses
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    where city = <QPARAM $getCities.city>
    order by business_name
  </QUERY>
  <LOOP QUERY="getBusinesses">
    ...other commands (can use #getCities# 
            or #getBusinesses# here)...
  </LOOP>
  ...other commands (can use #getCities# here)...
</LOOP>If you just need to output a variable and don't need to loop over anything,use the LOOP command without any options to display the value orperform command processing. For example, if you just want to print thevalue of a variable passed in you may do this:
<LOOP>
<TEXT>
  inpvar = <RWGET defined($inpvar)>
</TEXT>
</LOOP>Note the LOOP command goes outside of the TEXT or TD tags. If you arealready inside an outer loop, there is no need to an inner loop. Without theLOOP command above, the text would display the RWGET commandrather than process it.Parameter DescriptionQUERY=text This is the only mandatory option when loopingthrough a query result set. Provide the name of apreviously defined QUERY statement you wish to loopthrough.FROM=number The starting row number (default is the first).TO=number The ending row number (default is the last).INDEX=text The variable name when looping through an array, list,or file. Use a $ in front of the variable name. Forexample, $i.ARRAY=text The array to loop through. This may be a simple array oran array of hashes. The LOOP command would be:<RWSET @ary = ("apple","orange","banana")><LOOP INDEX="$idx" ARRAY=@ary>SORTSTR[=text] Sort the array as a list of strings. Optionally, if you havean array of hashes, specify the hash column.SORTNUM[=text] Sort the array numerically. Optionally, if you have anarray of hashes, specify the hash column.SORTDESC Sort in decending rather than the default of ascending.
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SQL Queries Parameter DescriptionLIST=text The list to loop through. A list can be a variable or staticlist. For example, LIST="a,b,c" or LIST="$mylist". TheLOOP command would be:<LOOP INDEX="$idx" LIST="a,b,c">DELIMITER=text The delimiter to use for the text. The default is a comma.FILE=text The file to loop through. Each line of the file is oneiteration of the loop. The LOOP command would be:<LOOP INDEX="$idx" FILE="c:\temp\myfile.dat">
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<PUT 
ROW=number
COL=number
ALIGN=text
MAXLENGTH=number
MINROWS=number
MAXROWS=number>

</PUT>
-- or --
<PUT 

X=number
Y=number
MAXLENGTH=number
FACE=text
SIZE=number
COMP=number
COLOR=text>

</PUT>This tag is used to output a variable or static text. The contents to display gobetween the opening and closing PUT tags. Specify the ROW/COL whenplacing text in the normal flow of the page. The standard document fontand size will be applied. Use the X/Y values instead to place text at a specificposition on the page along with the settings for size, color, and font type.Parameter DescriptionROW=number Optional. The row (or line) number for theoutput. The current line based on the ROW tag orcurrent position is used if this is not specified.COL=number The column number for the left edge of theoutput.ALIGN=text Optional. Set to Right to right align the text. Inthis case, COL should be the rightmost column forthe data rather than the leftmost. For instance, ifyou want a string of text to be placed withincolumns 2-15 and right aligned, set COL=15rather than 2.MINROWS=number Optional.  The minimum number of ROWS totake up.MAXROWS=number Optional.  The maximum number of ROWS totake up. If set, text will wrap based on theMAXLENGTH value for the number of rowsneeded. Text is split on the space character. If thetext still overflows on the last line (the remainingtext is longer than MAXLENGTH), it is simplytruncated.
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SQL Queries Parameter DescriptionMAXLENGTH=number The maximum length of the output. The output istruncated to be this size if it is longer.X=number Left position for the text in points (1/72 of aninch) or current units setting.Y=number Top position to start the text in points (1/72 of aninch) or current units setting.FACE=text The font number or a font file on disk.1 - Courier2 - Courier Bold3 - Courier Italics4 - Courier Bold-Italics5 - Helvetica6 - Helvetica Bold7 - Helvetica Italics8 - Helvetica Bold-Italics9 - Times Roman10 - Times Roman Bold11 - Times Roman Italics12 - Times Roman Bold-Italics13 - Symbol14 - Zapf Dingbats15 - 3 of 9 Barcode16 - UPC Size 117 - UPC Size 218 - UPC Size 3SIZE=number The font point size.COMP=number The text compression percentage as a wholenumber (for example, enter 80 for 80%).COLOR=text The color for the text.
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<ROW 
VALUE=number
INC=number>This tag is used to specify the starting row (or line) number on the page.The PUT tags will default to this starting position. Note the ROW andNEXTROW tags have to do with text placement on the page and do notrefer to query rows.Parameter DescriptionROW=number The row (or line) number to use for the next PUTstatement.INC=number Optional. The number of rows to increment by when aNEXTROW tag is encountered. Defaults to 1 if notspecified.
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<NEXTROW
INC=number>Simulates one or more line-feeds, depending on what value was set for INCon the last ROW command. This tag is used to move to the next row on thepage - that is, drop down 1 or more lines from the current position. TheINC value from the ROW tag is used to determine the number of rows toadvance. You may also set the number of rows to advance which will override theINC setting.Parameter DescriptionINC=number Optional. The number of rows to increment. The INC valueof the last ROW tag will be used if this is not specified. If INCwas not specified either, then this defaults to 1.
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<UNITS 
VALUE="text">The UNITS tag is used to set the unit of measure for the PUT tag whenusing X/Y positioning.Option DescriptionVALUE="text" Used to set the unit of measure. Default is points. Set thisoption first so latter PUT tags use the proper unit setting.Valid settings are:pt - points (1/72 of an inch)in - inchescm - centimetersmm - millimeters
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<PAGE>This tag is used to specify a page break. Normally this would go just beforethe outermost closing LOOP tag though you can place at any point youwant a page break to occur. This option adds a form-feed character to theoutput.
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<RWSUB 
NAME=text>

</RWSUB>Defines a subroutine for commonly used PUT or other statements. Placestatements between the opening and closing RWSUB tags that you want touse in your input file. For example, you might want to place heading data toprint here when you have conditional page breaks. That way, you can callthe routine initally then call it again after a PAGE command so you are notrepeating the same set of PUT statements in more than place in your inputfile.Parameter DescriptionNAME=text The name of the subroutine. Use this name in the RWRUNstatement to call the routine.
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<RWRUN 
NAME=text>Calls the named subroutine defined with an earlier RWSUB tag.Parameter DescriptionNAME=text The name of the subroutine to run. See the RWSUB tag.
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<RWSET variable=text>Used to assign some value to a variable. The variable can be a string, array,or hash. For example, $i = 1 will set the value of $i to 1. Assuming we have aquery named customers that contains a column called city, then $c =$customers.city will set $c to the current value of city. The current value isbased on what row we happen to be on. In this case, the RWSET statementwould be inside of the LOOP that iterates over the query result set. Youmay use any valid Perl assignments or short-hand notation such as $i += 1which sets $i to itself plus 1.
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<RWGET text>Retrieves a variable for display which may be a Perl variable or a querycolumn value. In addition, you may use this tag to perform other functionsbefore displaying the value. For example, <RWGET $c> will retrieve thevalue for $c. Use the notation $query.column when referring to a columnfrom a query rather than #query.column#. You may also use <RWGETcurrency_format($customer.payment)>. In this case, it is assumed you havea Perl function defined in the input called currency_format. This functionwill take the value of payment from the customer query and perform sometype of formatting. The result is then displayed in the report. You do not need to use RWGET in other statements such as RWSET. Thisstatement is only a wrapper for applying additional formatting beforedisplay or to display user defined variables set with RWSET.
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<RWIF condition>
...statements...
[<RWELSEIF condition>
...statements...]
[<RWELSE>
...statements...]

</RWIF>This statement is used to provide conditional processing. Any valid Perlconstructs may be used to create the condition to check. Do not use poundsigns (#) around variable names when using as part of the if statement. Youmay use also use lt for <, gt for >, lte for <=, and gte for >=. This is so PDFForms does not match the < or > symbols as the end of the tag. You maynest other RWIF statements as part of the ...statements... above. Also, youmay include all the other commands such as RWGET/RWSET as well asLOOP and QUERY. This allows you to conditionally parse other queriesand loop through the results. This example shows what you might display based on the currentcustomer's balance.
<RWIF $customer.balance gt 0>
  <QUERY NAME="inv">
    select invoice, due_date from invoices
      where id = '#customer.id#'
  </QUERY>
  <LOOP QUERY="inv">
    <PUT>Inv#: #inv.invoice# Due: #due_date#</PUT>
    <NEXTROW>
  </LOOP>
<RELSEIF $customer.balance lt 0>
  <PUT>Refund is due to customer.</PUT>
<RELSE>
  <PUT>Customer does not have a balance.</PUT>
</RWIF>  
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<RWSCRIPT>
</RWSCRIPT>Used to define Perl values or sub-routines that can be called with theRWGET tag. Place any valid Perl syntax between the opening and closingRWSCRIPT tags. The function names are case-sensitive. For example, this scripts placescommas in a number to format it for display.
<RWSCRIPT>
  sub addcommas {
    my $input = shift;
    $input = reverse $input;
    $input =~ s<(\d\d\d)(?=\d)(?!\d*\.)><$1,>g;
    return reverse $input;
  }
</RWSCRIPT>
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LineNum"linenum" is a built-in function that returns the current line number on thepage you are positioned at. You can use this function to determine if youneed to page break when dealing with a detailed list such as on a billingstatement or order line listing. For example:
<LOOP QUERY="cities">
  <RWIF linenum() gt 25>
    <PAGE>
  </RWIF>  
  <PUT COL=10>#cities.name#</PUT>
  <NEXTROW>
</LOOP>
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RecordNum"recordnum" is a built-in function that returns the current row number youare on while looping through a query. Specify the query name followed by aperiod then the text recordnum. It is treated as a column name that isavailable in all queries. For example:
<LOOP QUERY="cities">
  <PUT COL=10>#cities.recordnum#</PUT>
  <PUT COL=20>
ALLOWPERL was not specified</PUT>
</LOOP>
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RecordCount"recordcount" is a built-in function that returns the total number of rowsmatched by a query. Specify the query name followed by a period then thetext recordcount. It is treated as a column name that is available in allqueries. For example:
<PUT COL=10>#cities.recordcount#</PUT>
<PUT COL=20>
ALLOWPERL was not specified</PUT>
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first(text)"first" is a built-in function to determine if you are on the first iteration ofyour query. Provide the query and column you want to check in the formquery.column. If you are at the first record then the result is true. Pass inthe column you want to check. For example, <RWIF first('customer.state')> would result in true if this isthe first record in the loop. You should sort your results by using an orderclause in a way that this function can use it. In this case, we would besorting customers by state. As we loop through the query, the first iterationof the loop will result a value of true.
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firstof(text)"firstof" is a built-in function to determine if you are on the first iteration ofa particular value in your query. Provide the query and column you want tocheck in the form query.column. If you are at the first record or the priorrecord had a different value for the field then the result is true. Pass in thecolumn you want to check. For example, <RWIF firstof('customer.state')> would result in true if thisstate is the first for it's value. You should sort your results by using an orderclause in a way that this function can use it. In this case, we would besorting customers by state. As we loop through the query, the first time wehit any given state this results to a value of true. If we have 20 entries forCalifornia, the first entry we come across for CA will result in this beingtrue. The next 19 entries for CA will result in this result being false.
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last(text)"last" is a built-in function to determine if you are on the last iteration ofyour query. Provide the query and column you want to check in the formquery.column. If you are at the last record then the result is true. Pass in thecolumn you want to check. For example, <RWIF last('customer.state')> would result in true if this is thelast record in the loop. You should sort your results by using an orderclause in a way that this function can use it. In this case, we would besorting customers by state. As we loop through the query, the last iterationof the loop will result a value of true.
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lastof(text)"lastof" is a built-in function to determine if you are on the last iteration of aparticular value in your query. Provide the query and column you want tocheck in the form query.column. If you are at the last record or the priorrecord had a different value for the field then the result is true. Pass in thecolumn you want to check. For example, <RWIF lastof('customer.state')> would result in true if thisstate is the last for it's value. You should sort your results by using an orderclause in a way that this function can use it. In this case, we would besorting customers by state. As we loop through the query, the last time wehit any given state this results to a value of true. If we have 20 entries forCalifornia, the last entry we come across for CA will result in this beingtrue. The previous 19 entries for CA will result in this result being false.
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removespaces(text)"removespaces" is a built-in function to remove extra spaces and line-feedsfrom text. Use this when you have XML data, for example, that spansseveral lines in the XML file. This function will remove spaces from thefront and back of the text as well as collapse any multiple spaces within thetext down to one. For example:
<LOOP QUERY="books">
  <PUT><RWGET removespaces($books.description)></PUT>
</LOOP>
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#
# SSLeay example configuration file.
# This is mostly being used for generation of certificate requests.
#

RANDFILE                = .rnd

####################################################################
[ ca ]
default_ca      = CA_default            # The default ca section

####################################################################
[ CA_default ]

dir             = demoCA                # Where everything is kept
certs           = $dir\certs            # Where the issued certs are kept
crl_dir         = $dir\crl              # Where the issued crl are kept
database        = $dir\index.txt        # database index file.
new_certs_dir   = $dir\newcerts         # default place for new certs.

certificate     = $dir\cacert.pem          # The CA certificate
serial          = $dir\serial              # The current serial number
crl             = $dir\crl.pem             # The current CRL
private_key     = $dir\private\cakey.pem   # The private key
RANDFILE        = $dir\private\private.rnd # private random number file

x509_extensions = x509v3_extensions     # The extentions to add to the cert
default_days    = 365                   # how long to certify for
default_crl_days= 30                    # how long before next CRL
default_md      = md5                   # which md to use.
preserve        = no                    # keep passed DN ordering

# A few difference way of specifying how similar the request should look
# For type CA, the listed attributes must be the same, and the optional
# and supplied fields are just that :-)
policy          = policy_match

# For the CA policy
[ policy_match ]
countryName             = optional
stateOrProvinceName     = optional
organizationName        = optional
organizationalUnitName  = optional
commonName              = supplied
emailAddress            = optional

# For the 'anything' policy
# At this point in time, you must list all acceptable 'object'
# types.
[ policy_anything ]
countryName             = optional
stateOrProvinceName     = optional
localityName            = optional
organizationName        = optional
organizationalUnitName  = optional
commonName              = supplied
emailAddress            = optional

####################################################################
[ req ]
default_bits            = 1024
default_keyfile         = privkey.pem
distinguished_name      = req_distinguished_name
attributes              = req_attributes

[ req_distinguished_name ]
countryName                     = Country Name (2 letter code)
countryName_min                 = 2
countryName_max                 = 2

stateOrProvinceName             = State or Province Name (full name)

localityName                    = Locality Name (eg, city)

0.organizationName              = Organization Name (eg, company)

organizationalUnitName          = Organizational Unit Name (eg, section)

commonName                      = Common Name (eg, your website's domain name)
commonName_max                  = 64

emailAddress                    = Email Address
emailAddress_max                = 40

[ req_attributes ]
challengePassword               = A challenge password
challengePassword_min           = 4
challengePassword_max           = 20

[ x509v3_extensions ]

# under ASN.1, the 0 bit would be encoded as 80
nsCertType                      = 0x40

#nsBaseUrl
#nsRevocationUrl
#nsRenewalUrl
#nsCaPolicyUrl
#nsSslServerName
#nsCertSequence
#nsCertExt
#nsDataType
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